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I earned my bread and ate it just like you.
I am a doctor; or at least I was.
The color of my hair, shape of my nose
Cost me my home, my bread and butter too.
4 She who for seven years had slept with me
My hand upon her lap, her face against my face
Took me to court. The cause of my disgrace:
My hair was black. So she got rid of me.
But I escaped at night-time through a wood
(For reasons of my mother's ancestry)
To find a country that would be my host.
Yet when I asked for work it was no good.
You are impertinent, they said to me.
I'm, not impertinent, I said: I'm lost.
BERTOLT BRECHT, "The Emigrant's Lament"
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Inside its cocoon, a caterpillar changes slowly, transforming from one 5
state of being to another over time, but always maintaining its funda-
mental essence and its origins. Similarly, a move from one place to
another-whether by force or by choice, whether between nation-
states or between cities-is a process of metamorphosis that happens
individually for people with distinct and continuous identities. When
they migrate, newcomers must learn the rules, both spoken and
unspoken, that define and delineate the unfamiliar society; for
refugees, any period of assimilation is also likely to include the need
for recovery from involuntary losses and psychological traumas that
may have been both the motivation for leaving and part of the journey.
This is a process that takes emotion, energy, and, of course, time.
This thesis understands this moment in the life of a migrant as one of
extreme tension, and the cocooon's analogue-the physical space in
which the transformation takes place-as the vessel in which it
occurs. Through an examination of the government-distributed, tran-
sitional housing (genomgangsbostdder) for refugees living in
Stockholm, Sweden, the thesis will clarify the psychological and
social roles of this housing in the process of integration and illustrate
the importance of its physical form to its successes and failures. The
proposed strategy engages these questions and offers an alternative
approach to their solution. The centerpoint of the proposal is the
kitchen, where food, a vehicle for reproducing cultural memories, is
prepared and initial social contacts are made. The project also seeks
to activate its users-from the initial moment of moving in to the mem-
ories left behind when moving out-empowering them instead of cre-
ating dependencies. Finally, it attempts to establish ties between res-
idents and outsiders by creating points of both concentrated and ran-
dom interaction in semi-public and public spaces. As a transitional
space, a rite of passage, and a place where regrounding can occur, the
housing provides a temporary shelter and point of recovery from the
vertigo of forced migration.
THESIS SUPERVISORS: Ann Pendleton-Jullian/Bish Sanyal
TITLE: Associate Professor of Architecture/Professor of Urban Planning
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A CKNOWLE D G M E NTS
Because this project began over two years ago, I have a long list of people to
thank for helping me to bring it to this point:
First, thank you to my fantastic advisor, Ann Pendleton-Jullian, whose
intellectual enthusiasm and sharp insights made the project become.
8 I have greatly appreciated both her wisdom and her friendship over
the years that we have known each other, and this semester was the
same in the exponential, even as she was on sabbatical. Immense
thanks to John de Monchaux, who participated tirelessly even as he
was (also) on sabbatical; his intuition, sensitivity, and vision (gener-
ally occurring all at the same time) were invaluable. Thank you to my
other committee members, Bish Sanyal and Mark Jarzombek, for their
help and to Anna Hardman for her great comments on one of my
drafts. Thanks also to Karen Jacobsen for my first academic introduc-
tion to migration issues in her inspired class at the Fletcher School in
Fall 2000 and to the incredible Joseph Siry of Wesleyan University for
architectural beginnings and sustained support of my academic
endeavors.
In Sweden, I would like to thank everyone at Uppsala University's
Institut f6r bostads- och urbanforskning (IBF) in Gavle for bringing me
into your stimulating academic world, allowing me to hold a seminar,
and for a great trip to Bomassan in Malmd. Thanks to Christina
Kjerrman-Meyer for organizing everything. Also at IBF, I would like to
thank Roger Andersson and Terry Hartig for being my academic advi-
sors and providing valuable feedback as I developed my understand-
ing of the context, and to Lars-Erik Borgegard and Bengt Turner, who
responded sensitively to my research questions and helped me to
organize them. Thank you to the Fulbright Foundation for the funds to
study in Sweden for one year and to everyone at the Swedish Fulbright
Commission, in particular Jeannette Lindstr6m, who were very sup-
portive and made my year in Stockholm a great one.
Thanks to everyone at Gyllene Ratten, especially Torbj6rn Nilsson,
Anna Bergendorf, and Nestor Perez, who let me spend many months
there, invading their space and interviewing everyone who was inter-
ested. Thank you to those residents who allowed me into their apart-
ments and explained to me what living in transitional housing is real-
ly like. Also at Gyllene Ratten, I would like to thank to Per Ersson, who
taught me not only about the construction of small, thoughtfully-
designed buildings (and drove me to the hospital when things went a
bit awry) but also improved my Swedish in the process. Moreover, Per
was an inspiration to me personally: a great example of the impact
that a lifetime of caring about others can have.
Tremendous thanks to Curt Hagerklo of Stiftelsen Hotellhem i
Stockholm, who provided me with endless amounts of information
and his own time, as well as a great deal of patience. Without him, the
project would have never existed in this form, and I am grateful for his
enthusiasm for the work of a (foreign) student. I would also like to
thank Maj Simonsson-Cyrus and Bj6rn Gnospelius of the Gatu- och
fastighetskontor in Stockholm, who provided me with valuable infor-
mation and documentation about potential sites for the project.
Thank you to Ann Rendert at Vsstberga and to Agneta Berner and
Christina Koistinen at the Integrationsf6rvaltning for valuable inter-
views, and to Kirstin Carey for helping me to assemble video docu-
mentation of Stockholm, usually in inclement weather. 9
At MIT, I would like to thank the CDD thesis prep class of Fall 2000,
who offered great insight and suggestions before I began my research.
Thank you to everyone in Architecture Headquarters and especially
Nancy Jones for support (all types); thanks to Sandy Wellford and Alice
Twohig in DUSP for processing all those petitions; and thank you to
the computer resources staff, especially Liz Kwack for plotting help.
I would like to thank all of my new friends from the space capsule
7-402: Imdat As for fruity cocktails, Keith McCluskey for Sox updates
and digital camera/computing assistance, and Kavita Srinivasan for
great design advice and general serenity. Thanks especially to Paul
Schlapobersky for wood chopping, copyediting, and his many good
words. Between all the americanos and those many cigarettes that I
never imagined I would be smoking, the unexpected calmness and
humor of the studio was a major asset to me during the project, mak-
ing coming back from a year away very easy. And on that note, thanks
to everyone on every shift at Toscanini's methadone clinic, who kept
me caffeinated and were always friendly. Thanks to Zach Kron for help
in the final week and good advice about ice cream and to Jorge
Carbonell, Mona Tamari, and loana Urma, whose design critiques
were very much appreciated. Thanks to Anthony Guma, whose sup-
port and advice from afar were vital to me.
A whole paragraph of thanks to Ms. Michele Auer, who provided me
with an incredible site model, kept me from going crazy in the final
week, and selflessly sacrificed her own time (and sleep) to assist me
just when I needed it most.
I am grateful to my family and my should-be sister (and fellow Ohio
expat) Jennifer Oster Bleich, who have supported me in many times
and many ways. Thanks to good friends in Boston like Wendy
Halperin, who suggested that discount sushi was the perfect cure to
my many ailments, and to other friends for being available for occa-
sional liquid, cellular, and/or retail therapy.
Finally, thank you to the untiring Johan Lindquist, who cooked for me,
did my laundry, read everything I wrote and provided very valuable
comments, and who has been smoothing my rough edges since 1996.
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1. (left) Swedish postage stamp
showing the scene of departure
from The Emigrants. From the
Swedish postal service.
12 2. (right) Today's migrants move
quickly through international
space, as here at Arlanda Airport.
From the Swedish Migration Board.
The roots from the trees are now penetrating the frame of the ship itself, it
won't be long before these hoisted sails cease to be needed, the wind will
just have to catch the crown of the trees and the caravel will set off for its
destination. It is a forest that sails and bobs upon the waves, a forest
where, quite how no one knows, birds have begun to sing, they must have
been hidden somewhere and suddenly decided to emerge into the light,
perhaps because the wheat field is ripening and needs harvesting.
JoSf SARAMAGo, The Tale of the Unknown Island
mmad
SLOWING DOWN
Until recently, migrants traveling from one place to
another moved slowly. Living together for months onboard
ships or journeying in caravans along the way to a common destina-
tion, they formed bonds with each other, complementing the experi-
ence of travel with one of interpersonal and social transition. In 13
Vilhelm Moberg's 1949 book, Utvandrarna,1 which takes place in the
mid-19th century, Karl-Oskar and Kristina leave behind their parents
and their fruitless farm in Smeland, Sweden, where boulders are the
only things that seem to grow from the soil, to emigrate to the United
States with their children. Their journey takes them by carriage to
Gdteborg, where they join other frustrated and poverty-stricken peo-
ple on a boat headed for New York. Over many weeks, they live on the
Atlantic Ocean, during which time illness, claustrophobia, and faith in
God occupy center stage. Even as they are tested and traumatized,
Karl-Oskar and Kristina deepen their relationships, both with each
other and with the other voyagers. They discuss what they will do
after arrival in the United States and their feelings about leaving home
with others who are experiencing the same thing. Upon arrival, many
of those aboard continue their one-way journey together on a train
and then, finally, a ferry boat to Minnesota. In this story of passage
and change, empathy is central; it is the empathy of fellow migrants
that softens the experiences of disruption along the journey and upon
arrival at the final destination.
In contrast to this coherent narrative, immigrants in the contemporary
world rarely have such physical and psycho-social buffer zones. Now,
experiences of travel are, more frequently than not, instantaneous, as
fast as one trip aboard an airplane. As illegal migrants, people may
travel secretly in containers or trucks, where they cannot talk or even
urinate as they are smuggled over borders. Migrations of the past may
have been traumatic, as illness killed members of the group or storms
were experienced at sea; however, for those leaving war, political per-
secution, or famine today-already traumatized-their trip may
include new experiences of betrayal, suffering, and anguish even
more psychologically disturbing. For them, the cultural crossing-
along with a realizable hope for peace and safety-does not begin
with the physical one, the moment of departure. Measured transition
is typically not a part of the journey. For migrants in the past, the dura-
tion of the transformation served to ritualize it, or even monumental-
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ize it, allowing it to assume epic qualities in hindsight; now, the expe-
rience of travel for "illegals" is more likely to include a series of humil-
iations that one attempts, with difficulty, to forget.
For these contemporary migrants, the true moment of transition
begins at the time of arrival. Even for tourists-those who usually fol-
low migration's shortest itinerary-the journey through generic, inter-
national spaces like airplanes and airports is "nothing to write home
about." Instead, it is the first word heard in another language,
attempts to discern the subway map in an unknown city, or using local
14 currency forthe first time that define the difference between the famil-iar and the foreign. For asylum seekers-those who have migrated
under involuntary conditions but do not yet have the right to remain-
these incidents are imbued with greater significance, as they repre-
sent the first encounters between the past and a possible future.
Without a transitional community to accompany migration (and even
if it does not end in permanent relocation), assimilation begins on the
other end of the journey. The point of arrival becomes, ironically, what
was previously represented by the point of departure.
Understanding this in-between condition and in the absence of a
transformative experience during the trip, it becomes clear that some
form of transitional space-psychological, social, and physical-is
very necessary for such migrants. For asylum seekers, this may
appear to be the first residential space in the new country, often a
"camp," "detention center," or housing provided by an acquaintance
or community group. However, rather than offering a place of tran-
quility to recover from the vertigo of forced migration, these chaotic,
indeterminate spaces may merely exacerbate feelings of isolation and
confusion, particularly as the asylum seeker's status is such a precar-
ious one. Even the word "camp" implies that these spaces may serve
only to recapitulate the migratory experience, rather than to begin to
diffuse and smooth its roughnesses.
When he or she receives the right to remain in the host country as a
permanent resident, a migrant has in many ways fully "arrived." With
the opportunity to decide whether the presence will be a lasting one
come physical and legal access nearly equal to that enjoyed by a citi-
zen. Consequently, it is really those who are beyond the asylum-seek-
ing process-"refugees" or new immigrants-who must make the
strongest attempts to negotiate the new environment. It is thus at this
moment of apparent stability when migrants are in the greatest need
of a guided transition, as well as liminal spaces for the unpacking and
repacking of their cultural and psychological baggage. 2 Like the miti-
gating community created during the journey for migrants of the past,
today's voyagers also need a "boat."
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3. Asylum seekers and residence
permits given in Sweden from 1990
to 2001. Image by author, using information
from the Swedish Migration Board.
4. Routes and modes of travel used
by asylum seekers who travel to
Sweden. Image from the Dagens Nyheter
website, www.dn.se.
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5. Asylum seekers by country of
origin during the year 2000. Image
by author, using information from the
Swedish Migration Board.
SWEDEN
In 2001, 23,571 people came as asylum seekers to Sweden, a country
with a population of just under nine million people. 3 As part of a trend
during the last decade and over the entire European Union, asylum
seekers have been arriving in increasing numbers4 and from all over
the world. Their presence, both during the application process as asy-
lum seekers and afterwards as new permanent residents, has
changed social structures and benefit systems in new ways in the
Union. In addition, increased immigration has changed the demo-
graphic character of many European countries, and the effects of this
have been especially visible in countries with small "native" popula-
tions like Sweden.
With so many newcomers making their entrance into European socie-
ty so quickly, the period of transition from migrant to resident takes on
a deep meaning for the host society and is often highly problematic.
Governments providing asylum have been quick to recognize the
impact of large numbers of primarily non-European immigrants on
what were more ethnically homogeneous populations in the past, par-
ticularly as political constituents have made their concerns more
vocal, as was most recently seen in elections in Denmark and France.5
To reduce pressure on their societies and to assist migrants through
the period of transition, lawmakers and social servants have put more
emphasis on what integration programs should be provided, when
they should begin, and, importantly, where they should take place. In
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6. Excerpt from the brochure given
to asylum seekers residing in
Sweden. This section attempts to
convince newcomers that the rural
lifestyle is easier and more reward-
ing than that found in the major
cities. This is an attempt to avoid
the concentration of immigrants into
the urban centers and thus greater
segregation, but the information is
clearly biased. From the Swedish
Integration Board's brochure "Introduction pro-
grammes and where to live: Information for asy-
lum seekers," 2000.
Your future is largely in your own hands.
A fitre in Swedlin what miglht it be like' Whcre
would it be best for oui and vour family it, ike
Where are the best -jhiool aid the best jol'
Thee are some of the questions that this
iooklet will help you coislider. It tilTer it irnma
tion it a numcr of differetnt topic , tirk, edu
cationhous-ing and so on,
Iyouti are granted a ierimanent residence piertiti,
this information shiould pmovide youi with a good
bai for your deidoni -, ihr hen the responi
bility beaoie %our,, aud \,ou will hatei to make
voori own titture ill Sweedeti.
S'wedei is a demiocratie countro .md offers all
people hting here plenry of opportuny toi nflui
ence their future. The democratic system ciables
indiiduAls it infliuece decision Making il way'
both large a id siall. ut this does not neat that
eah individual canl away get tiat lie or she
wt ait,, a disuioni are often pwerned tfinancial
cionitudcrationis.
So there is ever% reannit for yit to read the
int;ermuation beo, think abot it and perhlaps
coeitip with uIrther questiont ofiyourioi.
What skills do you h ave?
A gooid command of Swedish i a crucial key to
Sweiidi society. It ik therefore extremiely imp -or
taut tfr pmuu to take ad-antage of the Swedish rii
tion you are given durng the astum period. Lan
guage skill. are never wated, wihetlier ouir future
lies in Sweden or in some other country.
It it alo uiiportant ihr nou to try and keep uip
vour occupational skill and traiing during the
yltim period, and preferably di-eoup them flurthier.
Tows-n and country
it many countrie,. there are consideritable differ
iecs beteicen tfe in the coutttrt and life in towii
as regard, leveIS of puilblic tervice. The ditferencet
are not tery great in Sweden. Regardless ofwliere
itou live in) thi cointry,,o viou tave the attue right
Ito scloolinig and training, wiork, health and medi
cal care and the like The tatadard oi iin g it high
ithtether vtit live inl the Countrv or in] the city
Bit there are nonhelliess imprtnt diii erences:
lI big cities, imiigrants and Swedes often lie
apart, in ditheretit hoising areas. This is alui
noticeable inch t wIerc e areas are
alitot comipthlel witholut Secdill pupil. ThI
or . coure makes it harder ito learn the Stwedish
laigu age,
tinemploymet is conilerablv higher aiong
imiiigrants inl the more disadvantaged big -ity
suburb% thlan amlon~g thlose whoj h11a out in] thle
cotuntry.
Liing otitside big cities is eaper. IThis meant
Iiir istanee that pim i find beter holsing it a
loter price in a small or miedvun ted twn or
out in the cutintrv.
Extenlence ha showni that people hti imlove to
Sweden aud settle inl smitaller townsior villages are
more raptily able ito establish a network of con
tact with both immigrant, and Swede Thiis can
make things easier fir caile when applying
ihr a job, a flat or a banik loan, when buying a car,
or perhapis just ihin otu need help with some
thinlg
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Sweden, two national governmental branches, the Migration Board
and the Integration Board, have become responsible for devising
these strategies, which have included asylum centers and transition-
al refugee housing to varying degrees over the past io years.
In fact, Sweden stands as one of the most striking examples of
European refugee "reception" practices utilizing temporary housing,
and its capital city, Stockholm, has been a focal point for these
processes of change. However, although Sweden's reputation and
well-developed social welfare system could suggest otherwise, the
18 system of temporary housing in Stockholm is neither stable nor large.
At a time when the pressures of membership in the European Union
have shifted both policies and practices, in an era when spontaneous
migration and human trafficking have become everyday phenomena,
and at a moment when the housing crisis in the capital city of
Stockholm has reached fever pitch, the problem of transitional hous-
ing for refugees has become extremely complicated, even in wealthy,
"settled" Sweden.
Since 1994, Swedish state policy has been that asylum seekers-
those who have just arrived and do not yet have permission to
remain-are allowed to choose to live with friends or family, or, if they
do not have this opportunity, in state-run camps outside of the major
urban areas. 6 If their applications for asylum are accepted, those liv-
ing with relatives or acquaintances are granted the right to remain in
the same city where they initially stayed. Those in the camps are
assigned to communities that have agreed in advance to accept them
and must move there if they wish to have access to social services
such as language schools. There is a strong attempt to disperse these
new immigrant populations, but, in spite of both direct and indirect
efforts to ensure the opposite, many new refugees do end up in the
three major cities of Stockholm, G6teborg, and Malm6, especially
since about half of asylum seekers do manage to arrange their own
short-term housing upon arrival.7 This creates enormous pressure on
the local integration agencies in these cities, which must provide and
oversee social services for refugees. This pressure especially affects
their ability to provide or offer assistance in locating housing, even for
a temporary period, as in Stockholm, where about 20% of all refugees
coming to Sweden take up residence.8
In the 198os, the Stiftelsen Hotellhem of Stockholm and the
Integrationsfdrvaltning (the City of Stockholm Integration Agency)
developed a program to provide temporary housing, called
genomgangsbostader (literally, through-going housing). These facili-
ties are offered only to those refugees designated as having greater
than average difficulties in finding adequate shelter; namely, large
SLOWING DOWN
7. All of the above images appeared
in Dagens Nyheter articles about
asylum seekers in Sweden. From top
to bottom: 1. Brothers from Iraq
reunited in Sweden, 2. A family liv-
ing in an asylum seekers' center
eating dinner, and 3. A family living
in Gimo, the asylum seekers' center
near Uppsala. All images from the Dagens
Nyheterwebsite, www.dn.se.
families and individuals with psychiatric problems. In the mid-199os,
this system was developed rapidly and extensively in 16 separate
locations (housing approximately 1900 people) to address the needs
of the large numbers of refugees coming to Sweden at the time. The
buildings used were primarily retrofitted institutional facilities, rented
from speculative corporations hoping to use the sites for other pur-
poses at a later time.
With fewer refugees and the increasing power of market forces in the
Stockholm real estate market in the late 199os, however, the
genomgangsbostdder system was steadily dismantled, leaving only
two facilities with room for just over 500 refugees in operation in
2001, along with dispersed holdings of individual apartments in vari-
ous urban and suburban locations.9 Rising numbers of refugees and
the restrictive housing market have caused an overflow, both in resi-
dents and applicants, for these facilities. With nowhere to move to,
many people stay on for years in housing that was meant to provide
transitional shelter only for six to eight months. In addition to the
backlog of prospective residents that this creates, it also disrupts the
integration process: temporary attachments among traumatized peo-
ple easily become dependencies, and people find it more difficult to
leave. Perhaps not surprisingly, then, there is a palpable level of cri-
tique (and desperation) among those touched by the problem:
Stockholm city officials, administrators of the current facilities, and
the refugees themselves. Furthermore, the media's continuous analy-
sis of the situation has heightened public interest as well, politicizing
the issue.
Through this reading, it becomes clear that, in addition to their psy-
chological functions, transitional housing for refugees can be consid-
ered a backdrop for the first manifestations of these non-citizens'
social rights. It is also an expression of the level of surveillance and
control that host governments want to have over new immigrants dur-
ing the integration process. It is clear that these spaces can also pro-
vide the nation-state host with a powerful instrument to define under-
standing and to coordinate the means by which foreign populations
can be assimilated (or denied access to processes of integration).
PROBLEMATIZING TRANSITIONAL HOUSING
At the present time, attempts are underway to revitalize the
genomgangsbostdder system and remedy these serious issues, but
local officials and aid workers are increasingly powerless to supply
what is so desperately needed. Efforts to supplement the system are
often met with protest and have led to new, but unsatisfying, ideas for
solutions. Political viability in given suburban neighborhoods, the
I
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8. This text appears in the guide-
book given to all new immigrants
living in Sweden (I received it
after about one month in the
country). Booklet from the Swedish
Immigration Board, Information about
20 Sweden, 1995.
REFUGEES NOW LIVING IN A RESIDENTIAL
CENTRE, PLEASE NOTE!
If you're living in a refugee residential centre prior to moving into a
home of your own, remember that your prospects for the future will
be considerably improved if:
* you learn Swedish. Indeed, a good command of Swedish is nor-
mally essential to getting a job or pursuing a course of studies. In
other words, knowing Swedish is the key to a happy, independent
life in this country.
* you get in touch with your local employment office as soon as you
can. This will help you investigate your chances on the Swedish
labour market.
Remember that there's nothing to prevent you from moving out of
the place where you were first settled. And if you know Swedish
you'll find it much easier to seek new accommodation at the place
where you wish to live instead.
WELCOME TO SWEDEN!
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impermanence of construction and building permits, and economic
efficiency through reduced on-site services have driven the attempts.
Thus, the unexpectedly emaciated system of genomgangsbostdder,
despite (or perhaps because of) its bureaucratic and authoritative
complexity, is in a state of turmoil resulting from market forces, short-
term political decision-making, and racism.
To restate, then, temporary refugee housing is important for two major
reasons. First, the transitional environment can aid in the process of
trauma recovery and can enhance a refugee's experience of the new
country. For this reason, it becomes absolutely necessary to offer not 21
only dwelling units but also some kind of additional dynamic program
on-site. The space of mediation and relocation after a series of dis-
ruptive, dislocating experiences can become a vital one, especially for
the many children who accompany their adult parents on the migrato-
ry journey. Temporary refugee housing should be a space of restora-
tion and recovery, as well as a place where transformative cultural and
personal events have their initial expressions, fulfilling a "rite of pas-
sage." Second, the international conventions to which Sweden is a
signatory and the country's own national and local regulations sug-
gest that housing for refugees should be a right, regardless of the
reactive political environments in which the issue is played out;
refugees are clearly at a disadvantage, especially in the beginning. To
equalize the situation and create a more democratic system of distri-
bution for permanent housing, refugees should be able to spend time
in a transitional residential environment in which more information
about the external housing market is offered to them. This dual role
of the transitional housing environment is the foundation of the the-
sis project, both in its questions and its proposals.
ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS
In order to explore this complex political and emotional problem and
the many actors it involves, section One of the thesis, "Contextual
Refuge," will begin with background information about some of the
key issues regarding forced migration on the transnational political
landscape, particularly with regard to the European Union. The specif-
ic effects of this on the welfare state, which depends on a strict defi-
nition of the community to which its benefits apply, will be examined,
with special emphasis on the Swedish case. The section will also
include a description of the Stockholm housing market from the early
1990s through today and its complicity in the problem of segregation,
a central dilemma in the issue of transitional housing.
Section Two, "At 'Home' in the Temporary," will then shift to the
specifics of the transitional housing for refugees, genomgangs-
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bostdder, in Stockholm, including the history and types of housing
provided to refugees now and over the last decade. Earlier points will
then be used to examine genomgdngsbostdder as a housing type,
focusing specifically on the relationship between the political idio-
syncrasies surrounding the Stockholm housing market and the lack of
available transitional housing for refugees there. Protests against,
and problems with, new transitional housing will be outlined.
Section Three, "Dockings," will present a new strategy for responding
to these issues. It will begin with a discussion of temporary homes
22 and homelands and the more specific institutional issues involved in
this housing type. It will then explain the process by which the pro-
posal was developed. Ideas about siting, programming, and the ele-
ments made flexible and fixed in the building design will then be both
explained and illustrated. As a weigh-station between worlds and a
place to "slow down," the proposal focuses on bridging the distance
between immediate arrival in a foreign country and long-term settle-
ment in it.
Finally, "Drift" will explain my current thoughts about the project and
intended next steps, and it will outline the areas that lie outside the
scope of the project but that deserve further examination. Also dis-
cussed is my personal vision of architecture and city planning as
mutually important at a time when competition for space in urban cen-
ters is increasing. Getting to the heart of questions about rights to the
city, social housing for mobile groups becomes a particularly vivid dis-
tillation of these processes; it challenges both disciplines to pay
attention, both to the changes and to the people affected by them.
In general, it is important to state that the ideas presented, the claims
made, and the proposal developed are all based upon the one year of
research that I did on-site in Stockholm, Sweden, with the assistance
of a Fulbright grant. Because of this experience, throughout the the-
sis, I am able to include the voices of those affected, including admin-
istrators, residents, and others. Their ideas and opinions, collected
through casual conversation and formal interviews, supplement the
secondary research presented and substantiate many of the asser-
tions made in the proposal. They present a reality that exists inde-
pendently of rhetoric, either popular or academic.
SLOWING DOWN
9. Cropped cover to the novel, The
Emigrants. Reproduced from Vilhelm
Moberg, The Emigrants (St. Paul: Minnesota
Historical Society Press, 1949).
THE SHIP
The boat is a floating piece of space, a place without a place, that exists by itself, that
is closed in on itself and at the same time is given over to the infinity of the sea and
that, from port to port, from tack to tack, from brothel to brothel, it goes as far at the
colonies in search of the most precious treasures they conceal in the their gar-
dens....The ship is heterotopia par excellence.
Foucault, 1986, cited in
Hetherington, 1997: 48
As a final note, a central concept of this thesis is that the world creat-
ed in transitional housing is one lying in-between multiple states; the
caterpillar changes slowly and individually, but air passes through its
cocoon, and it must receive nourishment from its surroundings at the
same time. That the psychological and social transformations occur
within a space created by the Swedish government means that there
is constant dialogue between two features of the space. First, intend-
ed results (new citizens educated in the ways of the host society),
and, second, the individual variations and variables (the distinct man-
ifestations of the experience that are the result of a hybrid identity).
To filter notions about this disjuncture, I have thought a great deal
about Foucault's unfinished idea of "heterotopia." I feel that this
idea-at least in Kevin Hetherington's interpretations-very precisely
defines both the qualities and limitations of the environment that my
proposal is creating. Hetherington (1997: 51) delineates heterotopia
in the following way:
First, no space can be described as fixed as a heterotopia; second, heterotopia
always have multiple and shifting meanings for agents depending on where they are
located within its power effects; third, heterotopia are always defined relationally to
other sites or within a spatialization process, and never exist in and of themselves;
fourth, heterotopia, if they are taken as relational, must have something distinct
about them, something that makes them an obligatory point of passage, as otherwise
it is clear that any site could be described as in some way Other to another site...; and
fifth, heterotopia are not about resistance or order but can be about both because
both involve the establishment of alternative modes of ordering.
I use the term "dockings" to describe the proposal for this reason. If
the building is a point of mooring-a place of refuge between the past
and the future-it is also a place of departure-the point from which all
other things begin. Like Foucault's ship, it is never part of one world
or another but is constantly in transition. This means that the strate-
gy that I have proposed, which is neither physically nor socially con-
tinuous, cannot be regarded as fixed in any way. On the urban level,
it adapts to site and location. On the building scale, a few immobile
elements remain, while the rest of the building changes over time to
provide fluctuating constituencies with space that responds to their
needs. On the personal level, individuals move through this (through-
going) housing, creating a social context in which parallel worlds over-
lap but are never identical or exactly reproduced. In this housing,
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which is not really housing at all, those who live or work there must
recognize mutability as one of its central features, even as seminal
experiences of stability in a new world are the final goal. The building
thus becomes unique-at any moment of its existence in time, and in
relation to its counterparts-through the transformative act of inhabi-
tation.
24
Then the man locked the ship's wheel and
went down to the field with a sickle in his
hand, and when he had cut down the first
few ears, he saw a shadow beside his shad-
ow. He woke up with his arms about the
cleaning woman, and her arms about him,
their bodies and their bunks fused into one,
so that no one can tell any more if this is port
or starboard. Then, as soon as the sun had
risen, the man and the woman went to paint
in white letter on both sides of the prow the
name that the caravel still lacked. Around
midday, with the tide, The Unknown Island
finally set to sea, in search of itself.
Jost SARAMAGo, The Unknown Island
SLOWING DOWN
N OTES
1 The Emigrants.
2 1 am thinking of Omar Khan's Liminal Suitcase project (See "Migration and the
Collapse of Space," Thresholds 20, 2000), which provides an interesting illustration
of this moment.
3 Between January and March of 2002, 7,249 people came to Sweden seeking politi-
cal asylum, a 66% increase over the same period in 2oo1 and 140% more than in the
first three months of 2000. Source: Migrationsverket, 2002.
4 Since the mid-199os, the number of asylum seekers coming to Sweden has
increased steadily, from 5,753 in 1996 to 23,571 in 2001. However, it is difficult to
express trends in asylum applications before 1996 due to the aberrations of the
Bosnian War period, when 84,018 asylum seekers came to Sweden in 1992 and then
a sharp dip in numbers occurred afterward. 25
s Anti-immigration parties captured a greater percentage of the vote in each of these
elections than was expected, most recently Jean-Marie Le Pen, who garnered enough
votes to oust Lionel Jospin from the final presidential election altogether. Although
Jacques Chirac did eventually become president, Le Pen's success pointed to a rising
anti-immigrant sentiment in France.
6 EBO (eget boende) orABO (anldggningsboende) are the official terms for these two
situations.
7 This however was a surprise to the Swedish Migration and Integration Boards, who
expected very few to be able to do so. Of those involved in Migration Board asylum
seeker reception programs at the end of 2001, 49% were living in their own accom-
modations (14,206 of 28,824 people). For more information, see Samordnat, n. 1,
January 29, 2002.
8 http://www.integration.stockholm.se/flykting/index.htm, February 3, 2002.
9 Source: Stiftelsen Hotelihem.
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Say this city has ten million souls,
Some are living in mansions, some are living in holes:
Yet there's no place for us, my dear, yet there's no place for us.
28 Once we had a country and we thought it fair,Look in the atlas and you'll find it there:
We cannot go there now, my dear, we cannot go there now.
Went to a committee; they offered me a chair;
Asked me politely to return next year:
But where shall we go to-day, my dear, but where shall we go to-day?
Came to a public meeting; the speaker got up and said;
"If we let them in, they will steal our daily bread":
He was talking of you and me, my dear, he was talking of you and me.
Dreamed I saw a building with a thousand floors,
A thousand windows and a thousand doors:
Not one of them was ours, my dear, not one of them was ours.
WILLIAM H. AUDEN, "Refugee Blues," 1939
1 have borne the intense discomfort of bearing witness to an immense
tragedy, of observing good intentions coming completely apart, of seeing
what was once arguably the world's most generous refugee policy, what
was once a remarkably humane and altruistic response to cruelties commit-
ted abroad, become translated at home into the cruelties of pronounced
housing segregation, extreme labor-market discrimination, almost total (de
facto) social apartheid, and frequently encountered bureaucratic paternal-
ism....[T]he[se] circumstances [are]... being culturally and politically
reworked into distinctive expressions of racism-even in Sweden.
ALLAN PRED, Even in Sweden, 2000
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10. From the photo essay "The
Refugees" by SebastiAo Salgado.
The image shows an asylum seek-
ers' detention center on the island
of Tai A cau in Hong Kong, 1995.
From Migrations: Humanity in Transition (New
York: Aperture, 2000).
R E F U G E
What is the role of transitional housing for refugees? As
described in the introduction, it can provide a psychological buffer
zone for newcomers, as well as providing time and space for accultur-
ation. In Sweden, these dual objectives are clear; however, the polit-
ical and social contexts in which refugee housing is created lead to a
program that is uneven in both design and distribution. Officials may
acknowledge its potential importance and administrators may explic-
itly state goals for their programs, but the framework in which the tran-
sitional housing system is operating-from the international to the
local level-create disparities between objectives and realities. This
is particularly true in Sweden, a country where social programs are so
prominent and well-funded. While arrival into any country is the
beginning of the process of personal transformation for a newcomer,
it is also important to understand the circumstances in which this
occurs and to examine how policies and conditions, from the interna-
tional to the local, affect the treatment that refugees receive.
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11. Mapping of Stockholm. The
inner city is defined by the text of
the 1951 Geneva Convention, the
water is comprised of clippings
from Swedish newspapers, and
the reconfigured islands of the
30 city contain quotations from per-
sonal interviews that I did with
residents of transitional housing
facilities. They are concentrated
around the three areas where
transitional housing is now locat-
ed. The footnotes clarify the
direct sources for all of the text.
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12. A cartoon from the series "To
Err is Human" that appeared in
the Swedish daily newspaper,
Dagens Nyheter, during the
Australian boat crisis. The cap-
tion reads: "Fuck off! We don't
32 have room for you!" Image from
Dagens Nyheter, 2001.
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In Sweden, the most important political and social conditions affect-
ing transitional refugee housing are framed in three ways: 1. By inter-
national and European Union asylum and immigration law, 2. By the
forces of large-scale immigration on a welfare state, and 3. By the local
housing market.
In the first case, international refugee law states very clearly the defi-
nition of a refugee and the process by which refugees are evaluated,
but it is very vague about the responsibilities of the host countries
after acceptance. This means that practices of integration and the dis-
tribution of social services are left to the national and local govern- 33ments to determine. In the second case, it is the particular economic
context of a welfare state that acts upon the ability of the government
not only to provide services but also sensitizes local taxpayers to the
use of the money they pay to support the system. This also means
that there is intense pressure to produce visible results in integration
programs and to reduce spending on refugees-who are not paying
taxes-to the bare minimum. In the third case, the fact that the
Swedish urban housing market is very tight at the moment, particu-
larly in the major Swedish cities of Stockholm, Guteborg, and Malmd-
where the majority of refugees choose to live-creates problems when
local populations feel that housing rightfully belonging to them is
being given to outsiders. Although (or perhaps because) this housing
market is more regulated than in other countries like the United
States, people without local social networks (such as immigrants and
students) are at a major disadvantage in finding housing.
It becomes clear that newcomers are in particular need of housing
assistance during the transitional period, and would benefit especial-
ly from the opportunity to establish connections with locals who may
later be able to help them to find housing. In short, if housing for
refugees is the spatial terminus for the journey that begins much ear-
lier, the context in which it is created and becomes available (or
unavailable) is the background to the story of its successes and fail-
ures. This section will elaborate on these points.
INTERNATIONAL: refugee regimes and restrictions
Since World War II, the United Nations Convention Relating to the
Status of Refugees has been the primary point of reference for inter-
national refugee law. The countries that signed the document in
Geneva on July 28, 1951 use the language of the agreement to deter-
mine who is entitled to refugee status. The official definition includ-
ed in the Convention is as follows:
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A person who is outside of his/her country of nationality or habitual residence; has a
well-founded fear of persecution because of his/her race, religion, nationality, mem-
bership in a particular social group or political opinion; and is unable or unwilling to
avail himself/herself of the protection of that country, or to return there, for fear of
persecution.1
At the time that the Convention was drafted, the term "refugee"
referred specifically to the circumstances surrounding persecution
under the Nazi regime and "refugees" were limited to those affected
by the events of World War 11. This has subsequently created innu-
merable problems for the international organizations serving refugees
in recent years in many countries that subscribe to its definition
(Malkki, 1995). Although the legal definition was broadened in 1967
through the Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees 2 to include
anyone fitting the description regardless of when the persecution
occurred, the Geneva Convention has come to be regarded, in recent
years, as still being too limited.3 The lack of resolution over the con-
ditions under which migration for reasons of economic hardship may
qualify, and the openness of interpretation, has caused many prob-
lems for lawmakers and immigration officials alike.
In addition to these ambiguities, the law is vague when questions of
integration are involved. Whether there will be provisions made for
new immigrants after the asylum period or not is left almost entirely
up to the individual host countries. In the original text of the Geneva
Convention, the vague prescription for integration focuses only on
affording refugees the same treatment as either nationals or "other
aliens." This fails to recognize the particular needs and unique situa-
tion that newly-admitted refugees face, which should perhaps go
beyond simply equal treatment.
In fact, nowhere in the Convention are the guidelines for the treatment
of refugees after the asylum period fully resolved, though it has been
addressed in opaque terms at other UN meetings. For instance, the
4o8th plenary meeting of the UN General Assembly in 1952 stated the
following goals for refugee integration:
Noting with satisfaction the efforts made by the governments of the coun-
tries of present residence of refugees towards their assimilation, as well as the stud-
ies and plans of the High Commissioner directed towards the same objective,
Considering that, in view of the heavy financial burdens involved in the exe-
cution of integration programmes, international funds may play a useful role in the
successful execution of long-term projects for the assimilation of refugees,
Invites the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, in consultation
with the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, to examine the sit-
uation with a view to exploring, with the governments directly concerned, what
sources of funds might be available and the most effective means by which such
funds might be utilized.4
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13. The asylum process from Arlanda Airport, as depicted on the Swedish Migration Board
website. The following is a translation of the labels on each of the images (from top to bot-
tom): 1. "At the border," 2. "Index" (shows a corridor at Arlanda), 3. "Seeking asylum," 4.
"The investigation is carried out," 5. "First decision" (shows text from the "foreigner law"),
6. "Appeal," 7. "Double decision" (image on the left shows a permanent residence permit,
while the image on the right says "Departures"). From www.migrationsverket.se.
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LES INDESIRABLES IN THE EUROPEAN UNION
The poorer and therefore more burdensome the immigrating Jew is to the country
absorbing him, the stronger the reaction of country....Those whom persecution had
called undesirable became the indisirables of Europe.
Hannah Arendt, quoted in Harding,
2000
Hannah Arendt's statement about refugee reception after the second
World War illustrates the reluctance and prejudices encountered in
the "humanitarian" receiving countries in which they were hosted.
This "continuum of abuse" (Harding 2000) is relevant even in today's
36 climate, as a refugee becomes "a victim of 'persecuting governments'
who can 'impose theirvalues' on other governments-even those who
oppose them in fact or on principle," (Ibid.) and as such is complete-
ly disempowered in the face of the international refugee regime.
Increasingly, this impotence is portrayed in terms of affiliation and
exclusion, and it is the borders of states that most communicates the
difference between those who are members and those who live on the
margins. In the European Union, this difference is articulated at the
border between the member nations and those outside the Union.
Within the EU, there are in fact auxiliary tensions around the interna-
tionalization of both asylum law and integration measures. The "har-
monization" or "Comm unitization" of EU immigration laws is still in its
seminal stages, and policies continue to vary considerably between
the member states.5 This applies to immigration laws, refugee recog-
nition and processes, as well as laws related to citizenship. It is par-
tially a result of the diverse experiences and positions regarding citi-
zenship and integration,6 and partially because European countries
are loathe to consider themselves "countries of immigration"
(Sassen, 1999). As economists note, the need for immigrants within
the Union will only increase in the next few decades (in order to sup-
port current living standards and social welfare systems),7 and this
pressure to harmonize at all levels will accordingly become more
important.8
Due to the challenges of harmonizing both immigration and asylum
policies, the issues surrounding accepted asylum seekers have
received little transnational attention in the EU. While legible begin-
nings for common immigration policies have been found in at least
some EU policy making, the issues of refugee integration and post-
asylum procedures have not been a primary part of the discussion
thus far, at least not in any discernible manner.10 In many cases, these
issues appear to be relegated to the national governments of the
member states, allowing individual countries to establish their own
practices after asylum cases have been accepted or rejected. This
CONTEXTUAL REFUGE
14. Three images from the photo essay "To Gibraltar at Night" by Sebastiio Salgado.
From left to right, they show i. Spanish Guardia Civil doing early morning surveillance of
the coast. Tarifa, Spain, 1995, 2. Twenty-seven Moroccan men who were arrested after
their boat's engine failed. Strait of Gibraltar, 1997, and 3. A boat running aground, while
its passengers run for cover to avoid detention. Strait of Gibraltar, 1997. From Migrations:
Humanity in Transition (New York: Aperture, 2000).
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leads to extreme differences between the conditions experienced by
asylum-seekers in the various member states, for example in the
length of the decision-making process, rights to work during the wait-
ing period, and welfare rights with the attendant psychological effects
on the "host" population that these varying stances engender.
It is in these areas-especially regarding housing and social bene-
fits-that citizens of the EU member countries perceive the presence
of immigrants most. The political response, however, seems to con-
tinue to focus on the macro-level of the issue: showing constituents
38 that unwanted immigrants are being kept out or how much aid moneyis being given to reduce the problems in the source countries. The
political response is not centered on the integration of refugees into
European society, even though long-term integration (or lack thereoo
is a hot topic among European reporters and academics and is obvi-
ously an important social issue. Perhaps because tangible and/or
immediate results are often impossible to show, making politicians
therefore reluctant to embrace these issues, these matters are not
taken to the EU level in the same way that other issues are, such as
the liability of airplane companies for allowing illegals to fly to EU
countries or the effect of French asylum seeker detention centers on
illegal immigration to Britain.
With so much attention focused on the political side of migration, and
faced with a lack of clear international strategies for the integration of
refugees into host societies, it is not surprising that these problems
have been consigned to the jurisdiction of national governments,
even within a European Union seeking unification of policy in general.
However, with increasing scrutiny of the end results (and problems
such as segregation, for example) on the part of journalists and aca-
demics, the EU bureaucracy will eventually have to examine integra-
tion, and not just for those who have already been shuttled through
the international system as "quota refugees."11 It is the competition
(or the perception thereoo for social services and housing on the local
level that leads to increased apprehensions and suspicions among
"native" populations in the EU countries making the international
issues of immigration more difficult to resolve. At the present time,
however, it is within individual nations that integration policies are
developed, leading to idiosyncratic ideologies and practices for
refugee reception.
NATIONAL: asylum in the welfare state
On the national level, for EU member countries-in particular welfare
states like Sweden-defining who belongs plays ever more vital eco-
nomic and social roles. In such countries, access to education, unem-
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People come here when they
want something and say "Hej
kompis eller bror," [Hi, friend
or brother] but here they are
nr. 147. That is how things
work here [in Sweden].
Manager,Transitional
Housing
It is important to have rela-
tives when you come to
Sweden, because it is very dif-
ficult to understand how
things work.
16-year-old boy from
Iraq
If one doesn't know the
unwritten rules in Sweden,
then it's clear that one can
have conflicts.
Assistant Manager,
Transitional Housing
ployment and retirement benefits, health care, and other social serv-
ices is limited by definition to members. Immigration, especially by
refugees, who may have few social networks in the host country, dis-
rupts the cleanly ordered distribution of these social services allowed
by membership through citizenship.
In fact, though most new arrivals do not have citizenship, many schol-
ars (Soysal 1994; Hammar 1990; Brubaker 1989) have noted that the
status of "permanent residence" is nearly equivalent to citizenship in
most European countries. These "postnational citizens" (Soysal) or
"denizens" (Hammar) are granted social services commensurate with
those of citizens, with restrictions most commonly found with respect
to holding government offices and voting. This in turn creates politi-
cal dilemmas on the local level, where refugees and indigenous pop-
ulations are often in competition for limited services. "Native" popu-
lations then find it in their own interest to lobby for more restrictive
definitions of membership, and, in a more extreme way, to raise a sec-
ondary boundary against access to their communities for potential
new residents. As disputes over social goods are posited in terms of
"uss" versus "them," protests are manifested in increasingly racialized
terms.
In Sweden, liberal policies have led to high per capita levels of refugee
immigration and a reputation for widespread and advanced interna-
tional intervention and aid programs. 12 Sweden's refugee "incorpora-
tion regime" 13 (Soysal 1994) has been developed over a relatively
short period of time (barring Samis 14 and Finns, Sweden was mostly
ethnically homogeneous until after World War II). This notwithstand-
ing, it has still been widely regarded as a highly sophisticated system
in the context of current global practice. 15 However, there are many
problems in the disjuncture between Swedish policies and practices
for refugee integration programs. 16 Also, the increasing privatization
of the Swedish welfare system, which has affected other social serv-
ices such as elder care, maternity wards, and Swedish language
schooling for immigrants, has led to structural changes that affect the
efficacy of integration programs in detrimental ways.
Michael Walzer (1983) states that importance of having national bor-
ders is predicated on the idea that nation-states provide protection,
identity, and political logic. He asserts that if there were no commu-
nities, there would be no citizenship, and thus no political decisions
would be able to be made. Using the analogy of neighborhoods,
clubs, and families, nation-states provide a clear understanding of
who is inside, and who is not. Walzer argues that we should be able
to make decisions about who to admit to our club, and that our obli-
gation to others should be treated as a gift (exgratia), not an obliga-
39
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Locus of Action and Organizational Configuration
Authority Centralized Decentralized
15. Model of "incorporation
regimes" as constructed by
Yasemin Soysal. Reproduced from
4o Yasemin Soysal, The Limits of Citizenship:
Migrant and Postnational Membership in
Europe (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press,1994): 37.
Society
State
Figure 3.1. Typology of Membership Models
tion. Thus, if political power is a "social good," it must have a system
of distribution founded on membership.
In his article "Migration and the Political Economy of the Welfare
State" (1986), Gary R Freeman uses Walzer's argument to explore the
disjunctures in definitions of membership in welfare states vis-A-vis
the openness of the global economies in which all nations participate
to varying degrees. Freeman argues that closed welfare states and
open economies create a mounting tension, especially with respect to
immigration. He notes the value of migrant labor in a guest worker
system, through which only "real wages" are paid and not "social
wages," such as unemployment benefits. In a system that allows for
permanent settlement and thus access to social wages, 17 an almost
ubiquitous phenomenon in EU states today (and the primary path that
refugees follow), these issues become vital when temporary and per-
manent settlement are involved.
SETTLING SWEDEN
In Sweden, it is a refugee's asylum "career" 18 that most heavily
impacts the system of distribution for social services, and efforts to
sway public opinion have centered on fighting the concentration of
migrants in urban centers. Prior to 1994, all of those who came to
Sweden were required to live in one of the asylum-seekers' "camps"
while awaiting decisions on their cases. 19 At this time, the Swedish
Migration Board determined where a person or family would later live
if asylum was granted, in an effort to distribute the new immigrant
population around the country and thus avoid concentrations of new
arrivals in urban and suburban areas. The policy had many oppo-
nents and was later regarded to be inhumane.
I. II.
Corporatist Liberal
Sweden, Switzerland,
Netherlands Britain
Germany
III. IV.
Statist Fragmental
France Gulf oil
countries
What do you need when you
come to Sweden? First, you
need housing. Second, you
need contact with Swedes or
you will never learn Swedish.
When I first came here / got an
internship (praktik), but every-
one there only spoke Arabic.
48-year-old from Iraqi
Kurdistan
But what is needed
here?...More contacts with
Swedes so that one can learn
Swedish more quickly.
Assistant Manager,
Transitional Housing
Woman: I like to go to the
library and sewing room.
Man: That's fine, but there are
libraries in town. These things
are like crutches. We don't
need to be isolated at Gyllene
Rotten [a refugee housing
area] with our own library.
couple, 40s, from Iraqi
Kurdistan
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Since 1994, asylum seekers have been permitted to choose one of two
options while waiting for decisions to be made on their cases: 1. To
accept accommodations with the Swedish Migration Board in a camp
(fbrldggning), known as ABO (anldggningboende), or 2. To reside with
friends or family members already living in Sweden, referred to as EBO
(eget boende). The process of asylum seeking as it affects the city of
Stockholm is described in detail in the "Path of the Asylum Seeker," a
diagram available on the Stockholm Integration Agency website (see
figure 16). The path shows the ABO and EBO options and the paths
available after the choice is made. 20
The choice of the residence that will be used during the asylum
process has very important repercussions. Those who do not have
contacts in Sweden upon arrival and must live in camps, such as
those at Carlslund in Upplands-Vssby (north of Stockholm) and at
Gimo (north of Uppsala), have few options as ABO asylum seekers;
the Migration Board determines jurisdiction over their claims if they
are accepted by getting a community to agree to accept them in
advance. It is thereby a great advantage to have access to a local res-
idence in the city in which one hopes to live after the process.
It is clear that this regulation has particular consequences for asylum
seekers hoping to live in the larger cities. If refugees cannot find their
own housing in the city either before or during the asylum process,
the local integration agencies, such as that in Stockholm, do not offer
them any services, as the discontinued path from choice 3a. (an ABO
asylum seeker living in a camp) illustrates. Thus, language schools,
unemployment benefits, and, often most importantly, housing assis-
tance are limited to those who have established legal residence in
Stockholm during the asylum process; the only refugees who come to
Stockholm are those who were EBO as asylum seekers, and the city of
Stockholm has nothing to do with those who end up on the other
path.21
This situation has in fact stimulated a new kind of "black" housing
market, and when new asylum seekers arrive at Arlanda or other
major airports in Sweden, they are met with offers of false addresses
to be used during the process. Because of the "magnet effect" of
Stockholm and the difficulties of finding housing there, these
addresses, such as pizza parlors that are supposedly home to large
numbers of people, allow asylum seekers to live elsewhere even as
they officially reside in Stockholm.22 When the program allowing free
choice began in 1994, the projections established that approximately
10% of asylum seekers would choose to live with friends or family,
while 90% would live in locally administered "camps." In reality, asy-
lum seekers have chosen private homes at a rate of 60%, with over
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16. Path of the asylum seeker in
Stockholm. The captions should
be translated as follows: "1. The
asylum seeker arrives in Sweden.
2. Investigation at Carlslund asy-
/2 lum facility. 3a. An asylum seek-er at a camp receives a perma-
nent residence permit. 3b. An
asylum seeker who is EBO
receives a permanent residence
permit. 4. The refugee comes to
Stockholm's immigrant reception
center. 5a. Refugees in the
preparation group. 5b. Refugees
who are referred to SDN [the local
government for their section of
the city]. 6. Introduction 18-24
months. 7. The refugee family is
referred to the local government
for their section of the city. Box
at top left: Information to
Stockholm about asylum seekers
who are EBO. Box at bottom
right: In this case, the refugee
moves directly to another coun-
ty." From the City of Stockholm Integration
Agency.
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We try to get refugees to move
to other municipalities, but
most do not want to.
Stockholm Integration
Agency Official
30% choosing Stockholm, Guteborg, or Malm6 as their city of resi-
dence.23
Changes in the laws since 1994 have meant that asylum seekers have
been afforded a new freedom of choice; on the other hand, govern-
ment officials-particularly on the local level-have responded to the
1994 change with increasing frustration. This is mainly because the
post-1994 system has caused the housing markets of the major
Swedish cities, many of them already constrained by in-migration
from rural areas for work and an expanding, international employment
base for the IT industry, to experience even more pressures around 43housing. Like the struggles over other social services, local residents
often feel that newcomers should not have the same rights that locals
do.24 Words such as these are at the more subtle end of a spectrum
of protests against the arrival and accommodation of newcomers-
objections are frequently raised in more overtly racist or xenophobic
terms as one examines them on the level of the urban center and par-
ticularly in Stockholm.
In spite of government efforts to encourage them to move else-
where,25 and in the face of both protests and the housing crisis, over
1,8oo new refugees26 took up residence in Stockholm in 2001,27 point-
ing out that the draw of jobs and an often more familiar urban lifestyle
are more important factors than any potential problems about hous-
ing. The outcome of the confluence of these personal decisions and
the context in which they are made has resulted in other social prob-
lems, the most flagrant of which has been acute ethnic and economic
segregation. In the particular context of Stockholm, this climate has
far-reaching effects on refugee housing, both for the short and long
terms, as will be discussed in the next section.
LOCAL: living for the city
Products of hyper-mobile capital and complex human migrations, perhaps the most
visible characteristics of [postmodern] cities, are struggles over space, which are real-
ly two kinds of struggle: one a struggle of life space against economic space..., the
other a struggle over belonging. Who belongs where, and with what citizenship
rights, in the emerging global cities?
Leonie Sandercock, 1998
After a person receives the right to remain in Sweden, the local politi-
cal situation becomes much more important. In European cities with
large numbers of immigrants, the right to urban space becomes a
defining feature of the process of cultural adjustment. In Stockholm,
the failures of the system on the local level are apparent: racial segre-
gation is so extreme that some have likened it to the American South
before the Civil Rights movement (Pred 2000). Although this is hyper-
bolic, it points to the seriousness of the issue within the context of
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Sweden. It is the physical manifestation of the disparities between
policies of acceptance and practices of separation. True, the exclu-
sion of strangers in cities is nothing new, but it has a very deep impact
on the urban environment when large-scale, fast-moving waves of
immigration are involved. It is for this reason that it is important to
understand the segregation of Stockholm and the complicity of its
housing market in the creation of the problem. These issues, which
are usually discussed with respect to the long-term effects of immi-
gration, are equally important to understand in relation to the moment
of transition, when the refugee engages in the process of becoming a
local; these effects are also the product of the moment of transition,
when initial contacts with the urban environment and its inhabitants
are made.
Saskia Sassen (2000) has described the "global city," in which high
concentrations of people and capital converge-the metropolises of
the world: Tokyo, New York, London. The concentrations of power
result in a concentrated demand for low-level services, meaning that
there is also a demand for the labor of the working classes, frequent-
ly immigrants. Stockholm, in spite of its high concentration of capital
and its economy positioned in high technology services and products
(such as Ericsson mobile telephones), would not be classified as one
of these "global cities," at least not according to Sassen's definition,
but it certainly exhibits many of their typical characteristics on a
regional level. The growth of the high-tech sector has resulted in a
mass in-migration to the city from all over Sweden, the welfare state
of the past-present has given way to a developing capitalist, con-
sumption culture, and the development of "yuppie" restaurants and
boutiques has happened rapidly. All of these occurrences are
emblematic of the "global city," and Stockholm, on its smaller scale,
exhibits many globalizing traits, as a result of the recent converging
tendencies of "free" capital and the welfare state.
As a result of these developments, the housing market in Stockholm
has undergone transformation in the past two decades-demand has
exploded relative to supply, immigration and in-migration have pro-
duced increasing boundaries between those who have access to the
city and those who must live in its hinterlands. A topical issue for
Swedish journalists in Stockholm is the transformation of the rental
market to owner-occupied units, from hyresrdtter (lifetime rent-con-
trolled contracts) to bostadsrdtter (purchased condominiums in multi-
unit buildings). Articles such as "The Inner City-A reserve for the
rich" 28 illustrate current tendencies in the Stockholm housing market;
those who have capital buy, and those who do not leave (or never
enter) the city center, living on its outskirts instead.29 journalists cite
a lack of construction, a lack of building capital, and even a lack of
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interest as the primary contributors to this extensive problem. The
history of the housing market and the segregation that results from
these policies illuminate the true complexity of this issue, which in
turn affects the ability of the local government to provide transitional
housing to refugees.
ON THE HOMEFRONT
The biggest problem is that there is no housing being built in this region for anyone.
Refugees are only one group that is being affected. That is about politics. Every day
you can read about it in the papers.
Stockholm Integration Agency
Officials 45
In her recent article (2001), Eva Hedman of the National Board of
Housing, Building, and Planning describes how housing in Sweden
has undergone an intense transformation since the post-war period,
when 75% of its current housing stock was constructed. As she notes,
the changes to the housing market can be divided into three distinct
phases: 1. from the end of World War 11 to the late 198os, 2. the 199os,
and 3. the late 1990s to the present. In the first phase, the govern-
ment played a strong role in the development of the rental market and
provided housing subsidies. It was during this time that the Million
Housing Program, which sought to provide one million new units of
housing during the ten-year period from 1965 to 1974, came into
being. This happened because the government recognized that the
housing shortage was a severe problem for the country and sought to
provide a comprehensive solution. This building boom and its bene-
fits lasted into the late 198os.
During the early- to mid-199os, the surplus of dwelling units afforded
by the earlier policies resulted in less interest in the housing issue
among political parties and the public. The housing market became
less regulated and fewer buildings were constructed. The Ministry of
Housing, once one of the most important sectors of the government,
was closed, and housing construction levels were reduced dramati-
cally. While in 1990, there were 70,ooo new housing units begun,
between 1993 and 1998, the annual average was only between 11,ooo
and 12,000, meaning that construction dipped from eight dwelling
units per i,ooo people to 1.5 dwelling units per i,ooo people (Ibid.,
76). In addition, a tax reform allowing for higher disposable incomes
meant that residents of Sweden had more money to spend on hous-
ing, and the prices increased dramatically. Another negative conse-
quence of these developments was that considerably fewer units were
renovated, which Hedman suggests plays a large role in creating areas
of undesirability and thus segregation for the socially excluded (Ibid.,
77)-
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Nar sprang du pA
den goda bostadsfen
senast?
Bygg fler bostader
Hyresg~st-
f6reningen
www.hyresgastforeningen.se
17. "When did you last run into the good housing fairy? Build more housing" This advertisement from Hyresgastfbreningen (The
Renters' Union) shows the level of desperation over housing in Stockholm. In order to find accommodations, it seems that one must
have contacts in the supematural world. From www.hyresgastforeningen.se.
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There is a lot of housing being
built, but not for people who
need it.
14-year-old from Iraqi
Kurdistan
From the late 1990s to the present, there has been increased political
interest and debate about housing in Sweden, particularly as an influx
of new residents has arrived in the urban areas. The lack of interest in
housing in the early 1990s has produced a housing deficit or even cri-
sis in some places, while rural areas have a surplus of housing that
today's Swedish population does not want to live in. Hedman notes
that the conflicts have arisen between the deregulation of the 1990s
and the municipal responsibility for providing housing, resulting in a
lack of initiatives to construct new housing (Ibid., 78). The fact that
developers do not regard housing construction as a profitable invest-
ment means that they are less likely to build new housing, but the pri-
vatization of the market and reduction in income tax has afforded the
government less power to resolve the situation than it had in the post-
war period.
To buy a home in Stockholm, as in most places in the world, capital for
a down payment and the means to support a mortgage are required.
To rent an apartment in Stockholm, one can join a queue of applicants
for first-hand, lifetime, rent controlled contracts with a current average
waiting time of 15 years for the inner city. Otherwise, second-hand
rental contracts or rentals from individual owners through personal
contacts or advertisements are possible, though many of these are
technically "black market" deals. This makes it clear that most people
with low incomes or few contacts have a difficult time finding suffi-
cient housing in Stockholm; for newcomers to the city with limited
local connections, such as students, labor migrants from other parts
of Sweden, and immigrants, it is all but impossible.
SEGREGATION AND SEPARATION
Migrations can change economic, demographic and social structures, and the asso-
ciated cultural diversity can call into question long-standing notions of citizenship
and national identity. Influxes of migrants lead eventually to the spatial restructuring
of cities and regions, in which sometimes the very presence of new ethnic groups is
destabilizing of the existing social order. In this new "ethnoscape"..., ambivalent
new communities are thrust together with nostalgic old ones, and xenophobic fears
can quickly turn into a territorially based racist politics as the new mix of cultures proj-
ects itself onto the urban landscape....
Leonie Sandercock 1998: 15
Analyzing cities through the lens of Michel Foucault's writings, Nan
Ellin (1997, 1999) has described the militarization of public spaces in
postmodern urbanism, as well as the social suspicions and reactive
conditions under which these spaces have been created. The trajec-
tory toward defensive protection, differentiation in the extreme, and a
return to segregation, socially, economically, and ethnically has
meant that newcomers, particularly those who are visibly different
from the native population, are both subtly and overtly excluded from
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18. Cover to Even in Sweden, show-
ing a woman's reaction to a neo-
Nazi demonstration. From Allan Pred,
Even in Sweden (Berkeley, California: University
of California Press, 2000).
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19. This mapping was repro-
duced in Even in Sweden. The
caption in the book reads as fol-
lows: "Excerpt for July 1993 from
an incomplete chronicle of racist
violence occurring during the
50 early 1990s, as compiled by
Gellert Tamas (1995, 44)." From
Allan Pred, Even in Sweden (Berkeley,
California: University of California Press,
2000).
July 9 [1993], Falkenberg: Some-
body throws a Molotov cocktail
at a travel bureau owned by an
immigrant. A fire breaks out
and the man is saved by neigh-
bors and taken to the hospital
suffering from smoke inhala-
tion.
July 16, Sundsvall: An eighteen-
year-old Sundsvall resident
yells "blackhead" to a passerby
and stabs him in the back with a Sundsvall
knife.
July 18, Trollhuttan: Two refugees,
one of whom is from Somalia,
are badly beaten by a gang of
Swedes. One of the attackers Stockholm
jumps even-footed on the So- Trolittan Oxelosund
malian's head.
July 19, Tim r: A two-meter-high Goteborg VetIaida
cross is burned outside a Falkenberg
refugee-holding facility in
Timrg. A cross is also burned Malmo Hasslehoim
Gebrg6
the next night.
July 24, Timrh: A fire is set in the cellar of the refugee-holding facility. The
refugees flee from their rooms and, among other things, a paralyzed boy has
to be lifted through a window. No serious injuries.
July 25, Vetlanda: A wooden cross bums outside some refugee homes in
nearby Paulistrom.
July 27, Hussleholn: A black man is assaulted while distributing newspapers.
Four youths shower him with blows and kicks and scream: "Nigger" and
"We pay for your food, you fucking darky."
July 27, Oxelosund: A [migrant-owned] pizzeria is totally destroyed by arson.
July 31, Goteborg: Three youngsters, sixteen to eighteen years of age, decide
"to knock down the first nigger we meet." A thirty-five-year-old man is
assaulted with a baseball bat and kicks. The victim has his jaw broken and
gets several teeth knocked out. Two of the attackers had carried out a similar
assault one week earlier. A twenty-one-year-old tourist of color happened to
be the victim then.
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The best way to actually learn
this language is to talk to peo-
ple. You have to do this. And
it [the Gyllene Ratten transi-
tional housing center] kind of
puts people off, it doesn't
motivate them at all. You sit
here, you are in Sweden, but
you sit at Gyllene Ratten, it's
"Little Arabica." It's like you're
not being let in, not even to the
society. OK, you can't get
work, that's hard, but you're
not even part of the society.
Day care Teacher,
Transitional Housing
We have a rather large area,
and the advantages of that are
that it can be used for activi-
ties, especially for children. A
disadvantage could be that if
one lives in a little "village"
like this, one does not really
become socially integrated.
You are not able to come in
contact directly with the sur-
rounding population living in
Frudngen. One goes back and
forth with the subway, but one
doesn't have any greater level
of friendship with the Swedish
neighbors. That can also
affect integration, but on the
other hand one doesn't dis-
turb the surrounding residents
especially either. There are
both advantages and disad-
vantages. One meets a lot of
Swedes if one lives "in our
way," one could say.
Assistant Manager,
Transitional Housing
the urban landscape. Planning theorist Leonie Sandercock (1998) has
also observed this transformation and remarked on its results: disen-
franchised individuals and groups are forced to fight for space in
"global" or "world" cities. She has portrayed this phenomenon not
only as one of personal rights and "belonging" but also "a struggle of
life space against economic space." (Ibid.: 3, citing John Friedmann).
Sandercock explains that
as new and more complex kinds of ethnic diversity come to dominate cities, the very
notion of a "shared interest" becomes increasingly exhausted. These struggles over
belonging take the form of struggles over citizenship, in its broadest sense, of rights
to and in the polis. (Ibid.: 15)
In the Swedish debates about the causes of segregation, there is a
great deal of emphasis on the Million Program described above.30 The
program created much-needed new housing, but it also resulted in
the perception that Million Program housing was the least desirable.
When immigrants came onto the scene, the economic divides
between center city housing areas and those in the new suburbs
became racial divides. Today, the image of Rinkeby, Rosengard, or
Tensta, all immigrant-dense suburbs, is intense; many native Swedes
consider these names to be "dirty" words.31 As another indication of
their exclusion, tourists have limited contact with these neighbor-
hoods, and they do not appear in guidebooks as do Gamla Stan or
Ostermalm, older and more exclusive parts of the city. For the
refugees and government workers whom I met, this was immediately
obvious.
In Stockholm, political and economic shifts have had a great impact
on the housing market during the last decade that is even more severe
than that experienced by the country as a whole. The majority power
in the local government shifted to the conservative Moderate party as
the changes were taking place at the national level, and their moves
to change the market to a more open one have resulted in mass con-
fusion and a housing shortage. The Moderates and their primary
rivals, the Social Democrats, have extreme and opposing positions on
the bostadsbrist [housing crisis] issue, and the lack of consensus is a
further impediment to resolving it.33
Cultural geographer Roger Andersson (1998) writes that
although this debate [about economic versus socio-cultural explanations for segre-
gation] appears to be "just theoretical," it has clear political repercussions. If "cul-
ture" is the basic explanation, there seems to be little that politics can or should do
about ethnic housing segregation. If, however, institutional or structural components
seem to be strongly relevant, politicians have to take more responsibility for the pres-
ent situation.
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20. Aerial image of Vallingby, an
early model for the "Million
Program" housing areas. The
caption reads: "Vallingby, the
first ABC-city (work, housing, cen-
ter). Vallingby Center was inaugu-
52 rated in 1954." From Gullberg, et al,
Stockholm blir stor stod (Stockholm:
Byggforlaget, 1998).
Villingby, den forsta ABC-staden (arbete, bostad, centrun). Vallingby centrum invigdes 1954.
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The sheer fact that housing is already a commodity in short supply in
Stockholm means that this problem of spatial segregation is unlikely
to be improved in the near future, given the time-lag in turning around
such problems in almost any environment, let alone one in which the
will to do so is half-hearted at best. The newly severe bostadsbrist32
in Stockholm means that those who have just moved to Stockholm,
including urban professionals, students, and recent immigrants, are
at a disadvantage in finding housing, particularly for the short term.
The organization of the housing market has also cast its shadow over
all of those residents and would-be residents of Stockholm who do
not own or have a lifetime contract over their apartments. It is those 53
with access to money and local references (or merely the time to wait
in housing queues) who prevail. The greater the pressures on the
market, the more locals of all political persuasions notice issues relat-
ed to housing, and the gentrification of the housing stock via the sell-
ing out of former rental apartments creates even more political
emphasis on the "suitability" of neighbors and neighborhood. This
economic issue, then, becomes a racial one, especially in a city and
country that were, until relatively recently, ethnically homogeneous.
REFUGE?
The lack of adequate housing has perhaps been the single most persistent and con-
troversial problem related to the issue of social services for migrants.
Gary Freeman, 1986
As a semantic reminder, with the duty to define and oversee the pro-
cessing of refugees, host countries have also been forced to consider
what sort of refuge will be provided to those whose asylum claims
have been accepted. At the very least, asylum seekers and refugees,
wherever they are, need some kind of shelter, and when this is pro-
vided but inadequate, the problem is only further complicated. 34
Though asylum policy is somewhat easier for the member nations of
the EU to agree upon at the transnational level, questions of immigra-
tion and integration have gone to the core of the difficulties of estab-
lishing a union among European nations with such different cultural
attitudes on relevant issues.
In the welfare state, this lack of international consensus means that
politicians are free to help refugees in their transition when it is polit-
ically expedient and to ignore them at times when it is not, as will be
elaborated upon in section Two. Since refugees exist in the interstitial
space between outsider and citizen, they are very vulnerable to this
fickleness. On the local level, intolerance is manifested in concerns
over the distribution of social services, but it is really housing the
serves as foreground for the discussion, since it affects the right to ter-
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ritory in the most fundamental way. Some fear that neighborhoods
will change or that the presence of newcomers will extinguish a way of
life, and it becomes very easy for xenophobics to focus their efforts on
keeping new immigrants out of their districts-and thus out of their
communities-using housing as the bartered good.35 However, as
scarce commodity, modular unit of the neighborhood, and a service
that has a direct relationship with the market, housing-house, home,
dwelling, residence, abode-faces pressures unlike other social serv-
ices, even in welfare states like Sweden.
The defensive posture of the "native" majority is well-documented,
and the solutions to the problem have become politically charged. In
the next section, it will become clear that some Stockholmers have
used reasons of race to protest the construction of refugee housing,
while officials have used economic grounds to reason their solutions.
Consequently, it becomes necessary to think about temporary refugee
housing as a distinct and separate entity from other forms of housing
in Stockholm, at least until these larger issues are resolved. The
development of transitional housing for refugees goes to the center of
the segregated Stockholm housing market, and is also the point at
which the issue-from international to urban-converge. It is on this
local level, therefore, that strategies should also be developed for
lessening the "burden" of integration.
The multiple inadequacies and hypocrisies notwithstanding, Sweden
has made some meaningful commitments to the ongoing global
refugee problem. Although domestic politics often serve to under-
mine good intentions, the fact remains that Sweden and Swedes in
general are aware (and even proud) of the perception that the rest of
the world has, namely that this small Nordic country does more than
its "share." Although the reality on the ground often belies this view,
the fact remains that Sweden is not-even within the context of the
EU-one of the more cynical proponents of lip service to the issue of
refugees. Were this not the case, this thesis would more realistically
be looking at only detention centers, and not the possibility of improv-
ing on that which is already a step removed from a totally abject con-
dition. The possibility does exist in Sweden that improved transition-
al refugee housing within established cities can improve not only the
lives of refugees, but stimulate better understanding on the part of a
"host" population that is neither entirely hostile nor indifferent.
Political and financial issues aside, Sweden is perhaps better predis-
posed than are any number of other nations, to seeing the gap
between perception (at home and from abroad) and reality narrowed.
The next section will describe the current model and responses to it
from both administrators and refugees themselves.
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NOTES
1 United Nations, Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (Geneva: 1951) 1iA.
The Convention was signed July 28, 1951, in Geneva by delegates from 26 countries.
2 United Nations, Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees (Geneva: 1967) was one
of two official documents produced by the United Nations to address the issue. The
other was General Assembly Resolution 2198:XXI, Protocol Relating to the Status of
Refugees (Geneva: 1967).
3 When persecution on the basis of gender or sexual orientation has been at issue,
the Geneva Convention has seemed especially weak.
4 United Nations, 4o8th plenary meeting of the UN General Assembly (December 20,
1952) VIl:638.
s In Stephen J. H. Dearden's DSA European Development Policy Study Group discus-
56 sion paper of March 1997, "Immigration Policy in the European Community," he notes
an incident at the Luxembourg summit of 1991; German Chancellor Helmut Kohl sug-
gested that, in lieu of effective inter-governmental agreements, "Communitisation"
should swiftly proceed. "Subsequently the Ad Hoc Group on Immigration suggested
three priorities for Community policy harmonisation: 1. Admission of immigrants for
family reunification, employment or humanitarian reasons. 2. Policy on illegal immi-
grants and deportation. 3. Admission of third-country nationals for employment."
6 To clarify, EU countries have vast historical and traditional differences around colo-
nial obligation and patterns of migration, cultural differences around the meaning of
ethnicity and normative ideas about lifestyle, and even geographical differences
around the meaning of migration relative to those conflicts that have or may occur
and/or the economic problems of neighboring, non-EU states. Differences between
citizenship practices, "through the blood" (jus sanguinis) or through birth in the ter-
ritory (jus solis), are also very important to this discussion, as are the "incorporation
regimes" described by Soysal (1994).
7 "Europe's Immigrants: A Continent on the Move," The Economist, May 6, 2000.
8 One primary issue is the decreased border control within Europe. The Schengen
agreement (signed by France, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Belgium, and Germany
in Schengen, Luxembourg, on June 14, 1985, and most other EU countries during the
1990s) and the Treaty of Amsterdam, signed in 1997 by 13 countries, have allowed
free travel between EU member states and have meant that checkpoints are found
almost exclusively at locations where non-EU citizens may be entering the Union.
(Source: http://europa.eu.int/scadplus/leg/en/lvb/13302o.htm, July 30, 2001).
Since March 1995, free travel has been possible between Belgium, the Netherlands,
Luxembourg, France, Germany, Portugal, and Spain, and since March 2001 between
these countries and Sweden, Denmark, and Finland.
9 Signs that more attention is being paid to the issue are apparent, however. A
UNHCR conference on integration was held in Norrkaping, Sweden, in April 2001, enti-
tled, "The International Conference on the Reception and Integration of Resettled
Refugees." This is because it focused strictly on the needs of those "resettled
refugees" who come through the UN quota system, are interviewed in third country
refugee camps, and then come to Europe. However, these "quota refugees" make up
a small minority of those who finally come to Europe and often receive integration
education about their new countries before they come; "asylum seekers" or "individ-
ually arriving refugees" to Europe come without a formal commitment on the part of
the "host" government and currently make up the vast majority of refugees living in
Europe. Thus, discussions about them are actually marginal to the issue of refugee
integration. This is emphasized in Allan Pred's Even in Sweden: Racisms, Racialized
Spaces, and the Popular Geographical Imagination (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 2000), 44-45. Citing Lundh and Ohlsson (1994), Pred states, "Of the 239,000
refugees permitted to remain in Sweden between 1968 and 1993, more than 82 per-
cent, or 197,ooo, were classified as 'individually arriving."'
10 "Europe's Immigrants: A Continent on the Move," The Economist, May 6, 2000: 27.
11 See footnote 8 for further explanation of this term.
12 There have been sharp swings in the numbers of people seeking asylum in Sweden
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during the last decade. Here are figures for part of that period: 1992: 84,018 asylum-
seekers; 1993: 37,581; 1994: 18,640; 1995: 9,047; 1996: 5,753; 1997: 9,662; 1998:
12,844; 1999: 11,231; 2000: 16,303; and 2001: 23,571. The total population of
Sweden is currently 8.9 million.
13 She defines this as "the patterns of policy discourse and organization around which
a system of incorporation is constructed." (Soysal, 1994: 32)
14 Also known as Lapps, these are the indigenous people who are concentrated in the
northern areas of Norway, Finland, Sweden, and Russia.
15 Allan Pred (2000: xii) describes it as having had "arguably the world's most gener-
ous refugee policy."
16The United Nations Committee Against Torture has formally criticized in eight cases-
more than any other European country.
17 The ability to provide these services has increasingly been focused on decentraliz-
ing and privatizing them, particularly through cooperation with NGOs and other pri- 5
vate organizations. The move toward decentralization also responds to increasing
public scrutiny over the use of tax funds, allowing public funds to be supplemented
by private ones and thus causing fewer protests. For instance, the Swedish Red Cross
now provides an integration program for approximately 15o refugees as an alternative
to the Stockholm Integration Agency (Integrationsfarvaltning) program. The Red Cross
program is still considered experimental and was developed by request of and in part
with funds from the Integration Agency.
18 Drawing on Priya Kisoon's (2000, following Clark 1982) discussion of "housing
careers," I use the term "asylum career" to signify the trajectory of the asylum seeker
over time in relation to the possibility for choice and/or satisfaction from the choices
made.
19 The policy was called Hela Sverige or the Whole of Sweden Strategy and was in
place from 1985 to 1994. As Allan Pred (2000) writes, it "was intended to stem the
metropolitan concentration of migrants, and-in keeping with Swedish Social
Democratic notions of 'solidarity'-both to promote 'integration' and provide a 'shar-
ing of the burden' among as many municipalities as possible." His citations are from
Mauricio Rojas, Sveriges odskade barn: att vara svensk och dndo inte (Stockholm:
Brombergs Bokfbrlag, 1995).
20 This process is specific to asylum seekers arriving in the Stockholm area, since
Carlslund is just one of several reception centers in the country. Many who arrive at
Arlanda end up at another facility called Gimo, which is north of Sweden's fourth
largest city, Uppsala.
21 According the city Integration Agency website, "the city of Stockholm takes in only
those refugees who arrange housing themselves in Stockholm or lived in Stockholm
during the asylum process." (www.integrationsforvaltning.se, March 31, 2002)
22 Both the term "magnet effect" and information about the pizza parlor addresses
came from an interview with Agneta Berner and Christina Koistinen of the Stockholm
Integration Agency, March 2001.
23 "SvArt ge bra flyktingservice i storstad," Dagens Nyheter, October 20, 2000.
24 A newspaper article reported that some officials feel that refugees are unaware of
their real options, and that "there is blind faith in the capacity of the large cities. In
many poor countries, jobs, possibilities for education and training, and schools are
found only in the big city, while Sweden's decentralized system, which offers similar
possibilities in most communities, is unfamiliar to most of the refugees who come
here" ("Svert ge bra flyktingservice i storstad," Dagens Nyheter, October 20, 2000).
25 Asylum seekers are given brochures describing their options for housing, work,
education, and schooling, such as the Integration Board's "Introduction programmes
and where to live" from 2000, and their "In-depth material for introduction pro-
grammes and choosing where to live: Information for asylum seekers." Both
brochures include statements that suggest that city life is not as ideal as some would
expect. For instance, the first brochure claims the following: "Big-city prosperity and
welfare is not equitably distributed. Many people find themselves living on the side-
lines, isolated from the rest of society. The city's resources do not find their way out
to these underprivileged, segregated housing areas. The high rate of unemployment
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there means that young people often find themselves in a vulnerable position and
drift into criminality, drug abuse and anonymity." The other states: "Experience has
shown that people who move to Sweden and settle in smaller towns or villages are
more rapidly able to establish a network of contacts with both immigrants and
Swedes. This can make things easier-for example when applying for a job, a flat or
a bank loan, when buying a car, or perhaps just when you need help with something."
Both statements imply that city life is problematic, if not dangerous, and that social
contacts are more easily developed in rural areas.
26 www.integrationsforvaltning.se, March 31, 2002.
27 The total population of Stockholm was 750,348 in 2000, which was 8,4 % of the
total population of Sweden. Of this population, 1o% were foreign citizens. Source:
Utrednings- och Statistikkontoret, Statistisk orsbok fdr Stockholm 2002 (Stockholm:
March 12, 2002).
58 28 Malin Westberg, "Innerstad-ett reservat f6r rika," Dagens Nyheter (Stockholm),August 5, 2001.
29 Ibid.
30 There is a separation in the discourse between those who discuss long-term racial
segregation patterns in the city, which lead to the creation of "immigrant suburbs,"
and those who are exposing the changing economic nature of the Stockholm housing
market. Importantly, it is also apparent that journalists and academics approach
racial segregation and economic segregation from different directions, but that they
both converge on the issue of housing. As cultural geographer Roger Andersson
(1998) has noted, this is the hallmark of most American studies of ethnic housing seg-
regation, as researchers have split over liberal, culturally-based approaches and
structural-Marxist, purely economic explanations; the separation has also, he states,
polarized European and especially Scandanavian debates on most issues involving
ethnicity.
31 Allan Pred has described the stereotyping of neighborhoods in the "popular imag-
ination" in his book, Even in Sweden (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000).
32 Housing crisis.
33 A debate on this issue, organized by Stockholm's architects' union, was held on
October 31, 2001. It centered on how the two political parties view city planning,
buildings, and residential life in relation to issues of power and money (not ethnicity
or race), and was entitled, "Stockhoms stad fran higer och fren vanster."
34 Alan Cowell, "Asylum seekers set fires at detention center in Britain," New York
Times, February 16, 2002. For instance, a riot and arson recently took place at Yarl's
Wood center in Britain. Although the center opened in January in an effort to remove
asylum seekers awaiting deportation from the prisons where they were previously
held with convicted criminals, the conditions have apparently been deficient.
35 Harding (2000: 63-64) states that prejudiced, exclusionary mentalities thrive "on
the idea that refugees are helping themselves to scarce resources: welfare, the pub-
lic health service, accommodation paid for or provided by local government, premium
space in the classroom."
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Historically, the city has always been a hope for the displaced. And today,
as it was in the past, our cities are worth nothing and will be condemned to
destruction if they cannot open themselves to strangers....Tens of millions
of these strangers now traverse and transgress frontiers and borders that
are simultaneously internal and external, geopolitical and psycho-social,
62 ethical and spiritual, private and public. Identities and communities are
disintegrating, multiplying, crossing, shifting, and reconfiguring, sparking
fear and violence among those who feel invaded by others,
who import speechless pain.
KRZYSZTOF wODIcZKO, Critical Vehicles, 1999
The image of hatred and of the other, a foreigner is neither the romantic vic-
tim of our clannish indolence nor the intruder responsible for all the ills of
the polis....Strangely, the foreigner lives within us: he is the hidden face of
our identity, the space that wrecks our abode, the time in which under-
standing and affinity founder.
JULIA KRISTEVA, Strangers to Ourselves, 1991
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21. Transitional housing
in Fruungen, a southern
suburb of Stockholm.
The facility was previous-
ly the first "American-
style" motel in Sweden,
called Gyllene Ratten,
"The Golden Wheel." The
photo shows the carports
of the motel units, where
larger families reside.
"It is in this transition from temporary migration to per-
manent resettlement that most of the social conflict
and political problems surrounding the migration
process arise." Michael Piore's (1979: 52) words about labor
migrants can be equally applied to the situation of refugees in
Stockholm, where the entrance of newcomers into an already tight
housing market has been met with resistance among certain members
of the local population, who feel that they (and/or their children) are
more entitled to receive housing than immigrants. Racism and ethnic
stereotyping have predictably made their way into debates about
immigrant housing and the rights of certain disadvantaged or particu-
larly needy individuals or families to "jump" the queue. Housing
becomes an increasingly contested social "right" within this context.'
In the area of housing that has been particularly targeted or designed
for immigrants, the voices of opposition from within the "host" com-
munity become even louder.
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The fact that housing is not addressed on the international or nation-
al level means that transitional housing for refugees is not only unreg-
ulated but optional at these levels. In the original text of the 1951
Geneva Convention on the Status of Refugees, the following state-
ment is made: "As regards housing, the Contracting States, in so far
as the matter is regulated by laws or regulations or is subject to the
control of public authorities, shall accord to refugees lawfully staying
in their territory treatment as favourable as possible and, in any event,
not less favourable than that accorded to aliens generally in the same
circumstances." 2 The Convention's weak language creates a climate
64 in which nebulous conditions are both possible and acceptable as
responses. The EU is similarly ambivalent in its regulations regarding
refugee reception, especially for those who do not come through the
system of "quota refugees." This refusal to internationalize the issue
of refugee reception and integration (after asylum has been award-
ed)-either through the United Nations or the EU-relegates the issue
to the local level in Europe, where it is dealt with in a variety of ways
within different countries and cities. In Sweden, this means that the
Swedish Integrationsverk3 and its local partners in the municipalities
have control over how much or how little social service and housing
assistance they provide to refugees. They are not bound to provide
any particular housing services via the signing of international con-
ventions, nor must they supply similar services from one year to the
next. Though Swedish immigration laws are nationalized and the
Integration Board works with its local suppliers to oversee and rec-
ommend certain practices for integration, the services in fact vary con-
siderably from region to region.
In spite of efforts to the contrary in some social welfare states, hous-
ing is usually also distributed at least in part through the market
(Bengtsson, 2001). This means that government control can never be
all-encompassing in countries like Sweden in which global market
forces are at play, and particularly not in its major cities. In
Stockholm, the last decade has involved increasing privatization in
the housing market, as the market-oriented Moderate party has had
majority power in the local government. With this in mind, the earlier
system of a combination of government-distributed, rent-controlled,
lifetime contracts and owner-occupied condominiums in cooperatives
has been changing rapidly.
Currently poised between two systems of housing, however, the city
has been struggling to respond to these changes. The current waiting
time for a rental unit in the inner city has reached 15 years. Owner-
occupied units have risen dramatically in price, and a black market
has thus exploded onto the scene as housing through official chan-
nels has become increasingly difficult to acquire. Certainly, new
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arrivals like students and refugees have had more trouble than other
groups in locating housing, since they are largely neophytes in the
housing market. Many students are forced to live at home with their
parents while waiting for housing, and immigrants and refugees move
farther out from the city center in order to find accommodations,
resulting in "immigrant suburbs" and higher levels of ethnic segrega-
tion. This also serves to add an additional and fast-acting ingredient
into the formulation and formalization of "desirable" and "undesir-
able" areas.
As mentioned in the first section, in Stockholm it is the 65Integrationsf6rvaltning (City of Stockholm Integration Agency) that
presides over issues of refugee integration and reception, and it
becomes their prerogative to assist refugees in finding housing, either
for the short or long term. In contrast to some other municipalities,
however, temporary housing for refugees does exist in Stockholm.
Some authorities cite this as a reason that so many refugees want to
move to Stockholm. A 1999 Integrationsf6rvaltning report stated the
following:
These temporary housing facilities have meant that many refugees who are living in
other municipalities with poor possibilities of getting housing instead choose
Stockholm, where they regard a temporary residence as the only possibility of getting
housing. The pressure on the already difficult housing situation in Stockholm there-
by increases even more. (Integrationsfdrvaltningen, 1999)
Although increased job possibilities, city amenities, or even the uni-
versities found in Stockholm are stronger reasons for the pull toward
the city, it is certainly plausible that the unique opportunity of receiv-
ing a temporary residence at an affordable price while looking for a
new one is an additional magnet. Today, as mentioned previously,
over 20% of those asylum seekers who receive a residence permit to
remain in Sweden move to Stockholm, notwithstanding strong efforts
to ensure that they go elsewhere and despite the highly publicized
housing crisis in that city (Opitz, October 21, 2000).4
In spite of the draw surrounding temporary housing, its existence
becomes myth when the number of inquirers is balanced against the
number of housing units actually available. In fact-and although it is
clear that this is not intentional-the housing assistance that the
Integrationsf6rvaltning provides is token at best. Situated in a build-
ing once affectionately referred to as the "Welcome House,"
(Lundstr6m, nd)5 they do provide help to some refugees in locating
temporary housing, but the amount of help available has become
increasingly scant as a result of the Stockholm housing market condi-
tions. 6 For the individuals and families who are offered assistance, it
is the Stiftelsen Hotellhem i Stockholm (SHIS),7 working in partner-
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22. Vastberga transitional housing. Many of the walk-up units have individual satellite dishes.
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As long as Stockholm is
accepting refugees, it has to
provide some kind of housing.
Transitional housing has to
exist, because it is the law that
the municipality must take
care of the quota refugees who
come.
Assistant manager,
Transitional Housing
ship with the Integrationsfirvaltning, that coordinates their place-
ment in short-term housing. For refugees, this temporary housing is
the previously-mentioned genomgangsbostdder, or "through-going
housing," which denotes its (theoretically) temporary occupancy peri-
od. The SHIS also provides short-term housing to students and other
young people, as well as other adults with psychological or social
problems, in what are called "hotel homes,"8 a name that is also
unmistakable in its connotations.
Only those refugees who are referred by the Integrationsf6rvaltning
are offered SHIS transitional housing. The Integrationsf6rvaltning
determines which refugees qualify to receive this intensely demanded
service and currently offers it only to those with extreme psychiatric
problems and families with children. There is difficulty accommodat-
ing even these two groups, as the Agency's website states: "Only in
very difficult situations and in special cases can genomgangs-
bostdder be offered" (Integrationsfbrvaltningen, March 31, 2002).
According to Integrationsf6rvaltning authorities Agneta Berner and
Christina Koistinen, the Agency does not suggest the service to its
clientele because it is already overwhelmed by requests for it; it is
thereby publicized only on a word-of-mouth basis (March 2001). In
fact, according to Berner and Koistinen, the Agency has had to hire
guards to protect the employees, since many refugees seeking assis-
tance have become hysterical (or even threatening) when told that
there is no housing available for them. This was corroborated in an
October 2000 newspaper article, in which Leif Ahlberg, also an
employee of the Integrationsf6rvaltning, said, "We address the hous-
ing question on an acute basis, from day to day....In some cases, fam-
ilies are living in laundry rooms, and we have to call for police assis-
tance...several times a week, since people refuse to leave [the
Integrationsf6rvaltning] until they are given someplace to live"
(Tottmar, October 20, 2000).
At present, there are only two temporary housing complexes for
refugees in the Stockholm area, known as Vsstberga and Gyllene
Ratten, as well as a small number of individual apartments scattered
around the city. Even in a 1999 Integrationsf6rvaltning report entitled,
"Alarming homelessness among newly arriving refugees," the
Administration acknowledged that
the housing situation for refugees is on its way to becoming a social catastrophe if no
action is immediately taken to improve the situation. If the city continues to accept a
large number of refugees every year without participating in finding a better way to
solve the housing situation for them, it diminishes the conditions under which the
city's integration program can be realized. (Integrationsfdrvaltningen, Novermber 10,
1999)11
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In an interview in March 2001, Berner and Koistinen revealed that the
deterioration of the temporary housing system had become especial-
ly severe during the year 2000, so it is interesting that the Agency
made such a strong statement in its 1999 report. This is a problem
that has become unmanageable, even for those who are hired to over-
see it, and there is no end in sight. As Ahlberg noted, the situation "is
becoming tighter and tighter, and the time spent in temporary hous-
ing is becoming longer; it can be years. And nothing indicates that
there will be fewer refugees in the future; this is not a temporary prob-
lem....This is a system failure, obviously" (Tottmar, October 20, 2000).
68 The history of this unique housing type sheds some light upon the
reasons for this predicament.
FROM DISPERSAL TO DESPERATION
Things are changing. They are not staying six months. When they were staying six to
eight months, it was great; it was little, it was crappy, and they wanted to move.
Nowadays, they have to stay for maybe 1-1/2, 2 years, or eight months, nine months,
or whatever it is but it's a long period of time, and it's going to break these families
apart! I know, some of the siblings can't get along, they're fighting constantly. They
do homework sitting on the toilet. You can't work, you can't get silence, you can't get
privacy. When it was six months to eight months, fine, anybody can survive here for
six or eight months. But not for a year or two, it's going to drive people mad. And
that's what you see...they get depressed. It tears them apart.
Staff Member, Transitional Housing
The Stiftelsen Hotellhem i Stockholm (from now on referred to as
SHIS) started its first informal program for refugees in the early
1980s. 9 Using some of the housing the agency had acquired for rental
to young people (from 18 to 25 years of age), a small group of lo
refugees were offered housing in a facility in Nybohov. Later, a more
extensive program was begun, and Gudrun Kinnvall, the service's
Coordinator for Housing Operations for Refugees, opened the first
genomgdngsbostdder for single refugees in 1984 at
SkarpnscksgArden. This center, previously used as a treatment insti-
tution for homeless alcoholics, provided approximately 5o rooms and
was a response to the growing need for refugee housing in the
Stockholm area, but it closed in 1993. In 1986, housing for refugee
families was initiated, as Kinnvall established a center at the Gebers
Convalescent Home, which, as the name suggests, was previously
used to house patients after hospital stays. Due to this previous use
and the building spaces thus available, the center offered not only
housing, but also a restaurant, childcare, social services, and even a
school. The genomgangsbostdder program developed in other loca-
tions and was spread all over the outskirts of the city by the mid-
1990s, and the partnership with the Integrationsf6rvaltning was
developed.
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23. Vastberga transitional housing.
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There were a lot of people from
Chile before. Then Iraq-Iran.
Then from the Balkans in 93-
94. Some Muslims and
Christians, Serbs and Croats.
This was a big problem
72 because they had been killing
each other. There was a lot of
hate. This was one of the most
difficult periods in my life to
repress this force and anger.
You had to talk to people one
by one.
Manager, Transitional
Housing
You have to make this effort,
and maybe that's why it's so
intense sometimes. Because
you have to face people about
everything, every little detail,
because they could be gone
tomorrow, and they need to
have these confrontations with
us and not with the neighbors.
And our children end up in sta-
tistics that have to do with
criminal activity. So, we need
to do it, and we're in between
the Swedish society and the
homeland, because they feel
pretty safe here. People are
Arabic, and they speak Arabic
to each other, and it's also
"Little Sweden"-but not all
the things at the same time.
Day care Teacher,
Transitional Housing
As the program expanded, the primary occupants were Bosnians who
had fled the war in the ex-Yugoslavia during the early 1990s, and the
genomgongsbostdder peaked in numbers in the mid-199os. In
September 1994, 15 facilities offered 1,876 places.O Many of them,
like their early predecessors in Nybohov and at the Gebers
Convalesecent Home, were housed in buildings previously used for
other special groups, such as the elderly, convalescents, alcoholics,
and mentally challenged persons. Therefore, they could also offer
services beyond simply residential spaces; the centers, hospices, and
hospitals had particular building forms and site plans, most often
campus-like environments with many small buildings on them, many
of which could not be used for dwelling units.
From 1995, decreased occupancy due to the declining numbers of asy-
lum seekers to Sweden prompted a series of closures of these com-
plexes. Over time, these actions left only Gyllene Ratten and
Vastberga, the two current facilities, which are both located in south-
western suburbs of the city. During this time, the refugee demo-
graphic also changed considerably; since the late 1990s, it has been
primarily Iraqis-especially Kurds-who have occupied the facilities.
The development of the genomgongsbostdder system and its operat-
ing capacity bear a strange relationship to the changes in refugee dis-
persal policy of the Swedish government during the corresponding
period. The "Hela Sverige"11 [Whole of Sweden] policy, during which
time the national government chose which municipality a refugee
would move to after receiving asylum, was in effect from 1985 until
1994, just as the centers were being developed and the program was
being broadened. At that time, refugees who moved to Stockholm
under Migration Boardl2 auspices were anticipated and accounted for.
One of the goals of the national government was to decrease pressure
on housing in the larger cities of Sweden, and the "Hela Sverige" pol-
icy was adopted with this in mind.
After the high numbers of admissions in the early 1990s, however,
Swedish refugee policy was made stricter, and by 1994 this change
was reflected in the closures of many of the genomgangsbostdder.
Also since then, refugees have been allowed to decide for themselves
where they want to live.13 In addition to these internal shifts, 1994
was also the year that Sweden's referendum on membership in the
European Union took place, and new immigration "responsibilities"
arose during the ensuing years as a result. In the late 1990s, the num-
ber of refugees coming to Sweden again changed, and more asylum
seekers were being accepted. Coupled with the more liberal accom-
modation policy, this meant that the demand for short-term housing
in Stockholm and other large Swedish cities increased greatly.
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In 2000, over 16,ooo sought asylum in Sweden, a tremendous
increase over the low numbers of 1995 and 1996, when restrictive
policies resulted in just 9,047 and 5,753 asylum seekers entering
Sweden, respectively.14 During 2001, the Migration Board quickly
admitted that its projection of 18,ooo asylum seekers for 2001 was
too low, since far more than half of this number arrived during the first
half of the year.15 In fact, as mentioned previously, the final number of
asylum seekers for the year was 23,571 people, well above the esti-
mate. However, even with these fast increases and in contrast to the
earlier programmed response to housing needs, this time the local
government has not responded with housing measures equivalent to 73those of earlier times. 16 This occurred despite the fact that at the
beginning of the 1990s, eight percent of refugees took up residence in
Stockholm, while twenty percent did so in 2000.17 Another study has
demonstrated that a third of those who received residence permits in
2000 moved to Stockholm's county (Opitz, October 21, 2000). These
large groups of refugees are confronted with barely the vestiges of the
former system, and there is also little government support for those
who seek to promote, build, or offer alternatives to temporary refugee
housing right now. An overview of the services currently available
reveals a number of the associated problems.
GYLLENE RATTEN AND VASTBERGA
A lot of these children, they live in the "Land of Nobody." It doesn't exist, the "Land
of Dreams," because they're in-between.
Day Care Teacher, Transitional
Housing
Technically of the same status, the two genomgongsbostdder current-
ly operated by SHIS-sole survivors of a previously comprehensive
network-actually offer drastically different facilities, due both to their
building forms and to their management. The first, Vsstberga, was
built specifically for the purpose of housing refugees; the second,
Gyllene Ratten, is a motel that has been converted to refugee housing.
Surprisingly, it is the latter that seems to be functioning better, prima-
rily due to the provision of extracurricular activities and the managers'
tenure and experience. Additionally, the formal characteristics and
programming of the two centers provide a clearer picture of why this
is the case, as will now be shown.
Vastberga was built by a construction company to address the mount-
ing housing needs of Bosnian refugees and was thus designed specif-
ically for them.18 The complex consists of multi-story, walk-up housing
units, which are organized around the site to create a few small court-
yard spaces; there are 71 apartments of the same style, with room for
270 people. The staff occupies one of the apartments near the center
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of the complex, and there is a separate laundry facility on the edge of
the area. The buildings are constructed of wood, and, though they are
not meant as such, these buildings have a decidedly temporary look
about them. There have been several problems with this relatively
inexpensive construction, some of which have resulted in mainte-
nance issues. One major problem has been water leakage into the
walls, causing them to rot. Both the manager, Ann Rendert, and
authorities from SHIS have suggested that this is a cultural issue; they
stated that some cleaning techniques used in refugee home countries
cannot be used on the Vastberga building materials. Another problem
74 has been satellite dishes. Nearly every unit has its own dish, installed
onto the railings of the balconies; these have caused both structural
strain and water leakage.
Apart from the staff offices, laundry facility, and a day care center,
there are no additional amenities housed at Vsstberga because no
space was allotted for them. There are few activities available for res-
idents, and there are no designated spaces for meetings, either of
adults or children, in the compound. A playground was built specifi-
cally for the children of the center, but it is disused. According to
Rendert, the residents of the neighboring apartment complex
opposed the children's presence, ostensibly due to the noise they
make. Rendert felt it was, however, more a question of xenophobia
than noise, however. Thus, the "designed" refugee housing has
revealed numerous problems related to the differences between the
intended and actual uses of the space, as well as the need for non-
programmed space.
On the other hand, Gyllene Ratten was Sweden's first "American-
style" motel, built in 1955.19 A corporation purchased it in the 198os
as part of a package deal with another site called Merc, and Gyllene
Ratten was leased from its owners and converted to a flyktingfdridg-
gning (refugee camp) in 1988. Those who stayed there were awaiting
decisions on their asylum claims, and the "camp" functioned like
Carlslund (discussed in section One), the only asylum-seekers' hold-
ing facility found near Stockholm today.20 In 1990, the status of
Gyllene Ratten was shifted, as it became part of the system of
genomgongsbostdder for refugees who had already received a resi-
dence permit (Dixelius, nd). It will be closed in 2003 when its lease
ends, and the hotel will likely be razed. The parcel will be used for
another building, probably office space.
The original building, where rooms for single individuals are located,
was constructed as a two-story, L-shaped, modernist hotel, complete
with a sleek, faux-gold reception area. The motel complex that was
added later featured both drive-up parking under "car ports" and indi-
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25. Transitional housing. The sign
reads: "Gyllene Ratten's Refugee
Housing."
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26. (above left) Reception desk at Gyllene Ratten.
27. (above right) Kitchen in a family unit at Gyllene Ratten, with traditional Swedish handicrafts
on top shelves.
28. (opposite page left) Family units in the old motel building at Gyllene Ratten, showing car-
ports.
29. (opposite page right) Adapted bedroom used for three people in a family unit at Gyllene
Ratten.
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There is an idea that it is good
for refugees to stay in a place
like Gyllene Ratten so that they
they learn how to live in
Swedish society. Learn how to
8 get a laundry time, how youshouldn't miss an appoint-
ment. It is a kind of schooling.
Integrationsforvaltning
Official
Gyllene Ratten is like a training
place. You have the tools to
ease or accelerate the process
through which people enter
Swedish society.
Manager, Transitional
Housing
It's true that for a lot of people
who live here, it's necessaryso
that they can really under-
stand how it works in Sweden
in some way. It's clear that in
Stockholm it's also needed
because otherwise they would
live on the street.
Assistant Manager,
Transitional Housing
vidual entrances into the motel rooms, many of which have had inter-
nal walls removed to increase unit sizes for large families. A con-
struction company donated a few more buildings in 1991, making
room for more large families, and laundry facilities were moved out of
the main building to increase the capacity of the complex. There are
102 apartments in total with space for 221 people. However, the actu-
al number of people living here is somewhere between 250 and 290,
and conditions are crowded in many of the apartments (Linebsck,
2001). The original staff section of the hotel now contains Gyllene
Ratten's staff lunchroom, bathrooms, and meeting area, and the for-
mer reception desk is now a storage area for hardware and is also
used as an office. Nails, screws, and other maintenance gear are kept
in the former message boxes for the guests of the hotel, which still
have room numbers listed below. Many of the "leftover" spaces of the
motel are used for non-residential functions such as offices, a day
care center, a weaving room, and a library. Gyllene Ratten is thus rad-
ically different in physical atmosphere as well as in plan from its coun-
terpart at Vastberga.
In addition to these historical and formal differences, Nestor Perez
has been running Gyllene Ratten for many years, while Ann Rendert
has been manager of Vsstberga only since August 2000. This differ-
ence in tenure is definitely visible in terms of the complexity and num-
ber of activities and programs offered in each place, but I would argue
that this is equally a question of space. The hotel's framework pro-
vided room to accommodate these activities, and Perez's lengthy
employment at Gyllene Ratten and energy in devising projects activat-
ed them. The advantages of this facility spatially are obvious, since
the rooms formerly used by hotel guests for social activities have been
converted for use for refugee activities. Many of these could not func-
tion as housing, due to their plan layouts. Thus, the adapted hotel
used for refugee housing clearly works better than its counterpart,
which was designed specifically for this purpose. Many of the build-
ings at Gyllene Ratten are, however, more dilapidated than their coun-
terparts at V~stberga, and some of the activity spaces are not ideal for
their current uses in size or services. Both Vastberga and Gyllene
Ratten pose interesting questions for any new temporary refugee
housing. Arriving at a point of discussion about these issues has
been difficult, though, since the political climate in Stockholm has not
been receptive to new genomgdngsbostdder, as shall now be consid-
ered.
PRODUCTION AND PROTESTS
In recent years, the attempts to remedy the shortage of housing avail-
able to refugees have manifested themselves in the form of proposals
for the temporary occupation of sites within the city. SHIS and the
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-Do you think it's important to
have this type of housing?
-Absolutely! I think most of
our children will do better
because of it because this is a
step before being thrown out
in society. The rules are the
same, but it's very upfront and
confrontational in that way,
and a lot of our children don't
get this opportunity [other-
wise]. They find their own
rules.
Day care Teacher,
Transitional Housing
It is difficult for my parents to
learn Swedish, but for me it
was easy. It only took a few
months for me to learn
Swedish and get friends. I
really like Sweden, and the
only problem is that apart-
ment is too small.
16-year-old boy from
Iraq
When families come here, and
it's so different, and the chil-
dren pick up Swedish like this
[snaps], and they become the
translators, and they get con-
trol of the parents, so authori-
ty is shifted. And the teenager
wants to be a Swedish person,
so they start 'dressing out,'
'acting out,' whatever. For
these families, it's such a trau-
ma to this honor thing, so they
tend to just put the child away
or threaten them or kill them
even.
Day care Teacher,
Transitional Housing
Integrationsfurvaltning say that an additional 250 apartments were
already critically needed as of last May (Tottmar, June 21, 2001). They
have worked desperately to find housing types that are affordable and
can be quickly constructed, locations that are suitable for a large-
scale influx of families, and, most difficult, neighborhoods that are
amenable to having refugees in their midst. This final condition illus-
trates one of the major problems around temporary refugee housing:
the resistance to immigrants found in many Stockholm communities.
In part, this is due to the housing shortage for all residents of
Stockholm, resulting in a more politically charged atmosphere regard-
ing any new housing project. It is also a result of the lack of land avail-
able for new building projects in Stockholm, as soccer fields around
the city are increasingly being converted to building sites for new
housing for the general public. More seriously, however, it is also a
result of racist stereotyping and xenophobia, which have been ram-
pant at public meetings about the proposals and in letters written to
authorities.
The proposed housing for these short-term sites has typically been
modular, one-story, and of wood construction; these are generally
design-build projects to be leased or purchased from construction
companies specializing in temporary housing.21 The sites sought have
been open, level parcels such as the soccer fields mentioned above,
where the modules can be quickly assembled (and disassembled)
and where services such as schools and transportation are available
nearby. These solutions respond to those critics who have argued
that permanent facilities for temporary housing, such as Gyllene
Ratten and Vstberga, are a costly solution. They recommend modu-
lar types because the leases for permanent sites are typically limited.
Also, the more permanent housing usually does not have a good
resale value, since it is considered "used" and/or of low quality.
A final reason that modular housing may be popular is that it is polit-
ically more appealing, and permissions to build may be more easily
obtained for something that will not remain on the site forever. Even
this has not been easy, as controversy has erupted in most of the
neighborhoods in which genomgongsbostdder have been proposed.
In Spinga, for instance, a proposal was eventually abandoned when
protests by local homeowners became too intense. Bj6rn Jacobson of
the Integration Agency has acknowledged that "all types of category
housing are very controversial. Every time one is going to build for
refugees, mentally challenged, or homeless people, there is a strong
reaction. Besides this, people do not want it to be built in their green
areas" (Eriksson, September 12, 2001). As this quotation indicates, it
is often difficult to isolate the reasons that people protest against
such housing. Is it racism, a fear of change, concern for the environ-
ment, or a combination of these?
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Vem ar valkommen till Blackeberg?
Onsdagen den 22 Protester och hot vid
iskno erae 2000 diskussion om byggande av
mote ett forslag till nya flyktingbostader
byggande av tilfliga Den akule bostadsbristen i Stockholm drabber isen
genomgkngsbostader stedens flyktingar Cirka 200 genomg~ngsboader behowor
f5r flyktingar pA byggas. Vid mlten i bostadsomriden dir boslider ploneras
Blackebergs vastra her slara protester 4g rum Vid dot senaste motel iBlackeberg var stimwingen hatsk. Till Alonbladet sAger
bollplan. Las mer i ntegrationsninrndens ordfbrande Hardy Hadman eli dol
Aftonbladet och hos bland ennel fbrekom fbrtbckta hot Hedman her ladige fit
Inteiatnonsftivaltosnnmnen. to emot hot och annyma har d 
mn d
30. (top) An image from Nstverket Grana Blackeberg (The Green Blackeberg Network) website.
The heading reads: "Who is welcome to Blackeberg?" and offers links to articles about the
protests against refugee housing in Blackeberg. The images at the bottom link to the page
"What is it like to be a refugee?" on the UNHCR website
(http://www.unhcr.ch/images/images.htm). This image reproduced from http://go.to/blackeberg.
31. (bottom) A photo I took during the construction of the new transitional housing in
Blackeberg. The units are all one story. While I was there, a woman I did not know
approached me and began complaining about the fact that housing was being built for
refugees but not the Swedish "young people who have to live at home."
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Nothing is really missing here[at Gyllene Ratten] except that
we need a bigger apartment.
That is more important than
anything else.
48-year-old man from
Iraqi Kurdistan
But what is needed here?
Above all, larger apartments.
That is absolutely the most
important, actually.
Assistant Manager,
Transitional Housing
Sometimes I feel ill because I
can't do my homework and
there is too much going on.
People watching tv or playing
music or someone talking on
the phone. I can't sleep and
when I go to school I am tired.
16-year-old boy from
Iraq
If we get an apartment it will
be better. There is no place for
the children to do their home-
work. Sometimes when we are
watching tv, we have to turn it
off so that the children can do
their homework. Sometimes
one of them sits in the bath-
room.
45-year-old woman
from Iraqi Kurdistan
In fact, only one new area of genomgangsbostdder has made it past
the proposal stage in Stockholm; construction was completed in
March 2002 on a soccer field in Blackeberg, Bromma. There are 26
new apartments there. This, however, was not easily achieved, and
the small number of units reflects how minor these hard-won victories
are in the larger context. As in Spinga, locals fought stridently to keep
the housing from being built in their area. At a meeting in November
2000, Blackeberg protesters were vocal, and, according to an article
in Aftonbladet, "the atmosphere was very spiteful. Several hundred
residents were negative, while only 15 or so thought it was a good
idea. Someone yelled, 'Refugee housing has a tendency to burn
(Saving, November 24, 2000).'"22 A petition was circulated, and 740
people signed in protest against the proposal, some saying that the
area would be better used for community "allotment gardens." 23
Others were more explicitly racist, saying, "We already have too many
colored people here" (Garcia, June 13, 2001).
Other residents chastised their neighbors for their protests, however,
and some even found ways to deconstruct their arguments. For
instance, the siting of the new housing on a soccer field had led some
opponents to say that the project infringed on green spaces that
should be preserved for environmental reasons. In response, a local
environmental club of Blackeberg, called the "Green Network," stated
the following on its website:
The Network does not take the position on the refugee question that has been men-
tioned in various contexts, most recently by Ulla and Erik Ringdahl in Lokaltidningen
on April 17. It is true that we want to protect our green areas and work for ecological-
ly sustainable community development. But we do not see the old soccer field as an
endangered biotope. Further, we do not take the position against a population
increase in Blackeberg for the sake of the environment. There are approximately
5,000 people living here today, and there is enough room for more-that which we are
against are plans to build in parks and nature preserves such as the ecologically sig-
nificant Sherwood Forest. (Natverket Gr6na Blackeberg, June 22, 2001)
Another effort was made by resident Johnny Nilsson and a colleague,
who circulated a petition among locals to sign, stating their support of
the construction of the genomgongsbostdder in Blackeberg. He said,
"It is tragic that people are complaining. It is just an empty soccer
field that will be used for housing for people who have fled for their
lives" (Garcia, June 13, 2001). They obtained 140 signatures, and
Nilsson received Stockholm's Nelson Mandela prize for his work to
promote the project in Blackeberg and, thereby, against racism.
Thanks to local efforts like these, the tenacity of the SHIS, and the fact
that most residents of Blackeberg were renters and therefore had less
influence than their counterparts in Spanga, the project was able to
get to the construction phase. Unfortunately for all involved in refugee
housing, the success in this case is certainly an exception when com-
pared to other battles, past, present, and future.
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ALTER NATIVES
The Integrationsf6rvaltning website states that "The city of Stockholm
is working in different ways to find solutions to the refugee housing
situation in Stockholm city. This can, for example, consist of produc-
ing more temporary and permanent housing for families with many
children, changing the rules and practices that complicate refugees'
possibilities of getting housing, clarifying information about the hous-
ing situation in Stockholm, and collaborating with the Migration Board
and Integration Board to be able to offer housing and introduction
82 programs in another municipality."24 These four efforts are enjoying
varying degrees of success, and it is increasingly clear that the current
system must be changed, especially if large numbers of refugees con-
tinue to choose Stockholm as their home.
Due to constant impediments in the search for genomgangsbostdder
sites, SHIS has sought some alternative solutions to the problem of
finding housing for refugees. During the summer of 2001, for
instance, SHIS announced that 50 apartments would be purchased in
different buildings around the city for the use of refugees. According
to Reidar Persson, Project Manager at the Integration Agency, these
purchases will be "100300 SEK [Swedish crowns, about 1o,ooo US
Dollars] cheaper per square meter than modular housing with tempo-
rary building permits" (Tottmar, June 21, 2001). Additionally, SHIS
Operations Director Curt Hagerklo stated that "from the city's point of
view, it is not money down the drain, presumably because it gives bet-
ter interest than if the money were in the bank" (ibid.). It is also sig-
nificantly cheaper than paying for hotel rooms for refugees, a strategy
that has been employed in some of the most urgent situations.
Authorities also see this as a positive social move, since it puts
refugees into already-functioning communities (Ibid.). Clearly, how-
ever, these discrete holdings do not and cannot offer integration pro-
grams and activities on-site such as those found at Gyllene Ratten
today. Although refugees are transplanted into pre-existing neighbor-
hoods, they may also not be welcomed into them, particularly given
the prejudices seen during the battles against refugee housing.
A final, though short-lived, possibility for refugee housing was also
suggested recently. This idea is predicated on the market's substan-
tial transition from cost-controlled, rental housing to owner-occupied
housing, now underway in Stockholm. SHIS suggested that some of
the units in buildings being converted could be purchased by the city
government and set aside for use as genomgolngsbostdder for
refugees. Hugerklo said that SHIS believes "that the city should have
made it a condition during the transformation of rentals into owner-
occupied housing that the owners' associations agree to allow the city
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to buy an apartment to use as a genomgangsbostad. But there was
no one in City Hall who took up the idea" (Ibid.). Without government
intervention in place, SHIS has tried approaching the new cooperative
groups in the buildings about the possibility, but, as Reidar Persson
said, "Of course the housing companies are worried about a decrease
in the value of the apartments" (Eriksson, September 12, 2001). They
sought only to use the apartments for second-hand rentals, but this
has not worked thus far.
Questions arise as to why city politicians did not accept these sug-
gestions to solve such a critical problem. Fears about stereotyped cul- 83
tural differences and the possible destruction of property have been
part of the reason, and there are also concerns that housing values in
the neighborhoods could be generally affected. It is obvious that pub-
lic opinion in many districts of Stockholm is decidedly against refugee
housing, or even the presence of refugees in neighborhoods, making
engagement in this issue obviously unpopular. However, since the
time spent in genomgongsbostdder has increased dramatically, from
up to one year previously to an average of two years today (Ibid.), and
more and more refugees are showing up on the scene, the system
appears to face an exponentially more severe problem in the future,
particularly if these politicians continue avoiding it. According to
Hardy Hedman, the chair for the Integration Administration, "A change
must happen quickly, first to avoid social problems among large
refugee families, but also to lessen the risk for increased xenophobia
if it becomes more common to give refugees priority on the housing
market [in place of genomgangsbostdder]" (Opitz, October 21, 2000).
Without new ideas and new policies to deal with it, and without the
involvement of an increasingly remote city government, this acute
problem will not be solved. It is also imperative to ask if temporary
housing must be of the modular, disposable/deconstructable type
currently prevalent in order to be viable. Given public resistance to
this solution, especially since these modules require so much prime
greenfield space, perhaps permanent building types could be utilized
in new ways to solve this problem, without causing additional dis-
putes on the local front. In any event, it is clear that a reconfiguring of
the crisis, both systematically and structurally, is now necessary. The
next section will re-explore some of the individual and psychological
issues related to temporary housing begun in "Slowing Down" and
thus provide a grounding in how these questions interweave the com-
plex political and city planning sides of genomgangsbostdder. As its
centerpoint, a new model for transitional housing will be presented
and explained.
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NOTES
1 One group contributing to a recent Swedish newspaper debate stated that housing
should be a legal right, meaning for locals.
2 United Nations, Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (Geneva: 1951), IV.21.
3 "Integration Board" in English. The Integrationsverk was established in 1997 and
began operations on June 1, 1998, as the Swedish government decided to address the
differences between migration and integration issues by separating it from the
Migration Board. Previously, they were both part of the Invandrarverk, the Immigrant
Board. Source: www.integrationsverket.se.
4 Efforts to dissuade refugees from moving to Stockholm include brochures about
other areas of Sweden and information about the housing crisis. The brochures (such
as "Introduction Programmes and Where to Live: Information for Asylum Seekers,"
84 2000) include statements about high levels of crime in bigger cities, the greater like-
lihood that children will start using drugs or become involved in crime, and other neg-
ative statements about impersonal life in the big city. On the other hand, smaller
cities in other parts of Sweden are portrayed as idyllic hamlets in which storeowners
know all the town residents by name, neighbors and parents know and care about
each other, and nature and the high-speed trains going to the cities are both close by.
s S. Lundstrom, "'Welcome House' in Stockholm-Receiving refugees in a big city,"
Immigrant Office of Stockholm, Sweden. There is also a concentration of other
refugee and immigrant services located here, including administration of Svenska f6r
Invandrare (SFI), or Swedish for Immigrants.
6 For more information about actual statistical data, see the Integrationsf6rvaltning
website, http://www.integration.stockholm.se/flykting/bostadssituation/bostadssi-
tuation.htm, September 9, 2001.
7 This can be translated as "The Hotel Homes Service of Stockholm."
8 Hotellhem.
9 Most information in this section was gathered from my conversations and emails
from Curt Hagerklo, the Head of Operations and Development at SHIS.
10 Source: Stiftelsen Hotellhem.
11 "Hela Sverige" can be translated as the "Whole of Sweden."
12 Until July 1, 2000, Migrationsverket was called Invandrarverket, or the Immigrant
Board. Although it took over refugee reception in 1985, many of its responsibilities
were shifted to the Integrationsverk after its creation in 1998.
13 The practices now in place are described in chapter two, Asylum in the Welfare
State. The Migration Board website, www.migrationsverket.se, includes new "priori-
ties" under discussion for 2002, which include a reevaluation of this policy of "eget
boende."
14 Migrationsverket, "Asylum seekers to Sweden during [sic] 1984-2000." This infor-
mation came from their own statistics between 1999 and 2000, information from
Rikspolisstyrelsen (RPS) for the period from 1984 to June 1987, and the Statens invan-
drarverk (SIV) for the period from July 1987 to 1999, mirroring the changes in jurisdic-
tion over immigration within the Swedish government.
15 www.migrationsverket.se
16 This pattern resembles that of the maternity wards in Stockholm. Many of them
were closed during the late 1980s through mid-199os, since birth rates had
decreased in Sweden. The increasing birth rates of the late 1990s through the pres-
ent have created a crisis, and women in labor are forced to travel, sometimes over ioo
kilometers, in order to deliver their babies.
17 http://www.integration.stockholm.se/flykting/bostadssituation/bostadssitua-
tion.htm
18 Most information in this section comes from a personal interview with Ann Rendert
on March 21, 2001 and from conversations with Curt HAgerklo of SHIS.
19 Gyllene Ratten means "The Golden Wheel" in Swedish, and its logo (still visible
from the highway nearby), depicts a steering wheel with the name over it. According
to Nestor Perez, the manager, some travelers still stop to ask for a room for the night.
Information about Gyllene Ratten in this section comes from ongoing contact with
manager Nestor Perez and assistant manager Torbj6rn Nilsson, and many site visits.
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20 Carlslund is located in Upplands-Vasby, a community located just south of Arlanda
Airport and well outside of the city of Stockholm proper.
21 An interesting example of this type of housing has been designed by Vekkta Instant
Housing, a company that specializes in housing that is fully-collapsible, arrives on
trucks, and can be assembled quickly on site.
22 The original statement was "Det brukar brinna pe flyktingf6rlaggningar." I also
heard about this statement personally during an interview with Curt Hagerklo.
23 These are gardens that are owned by the city, which are rented to locals to grow
vegetables and flowers in. Incidentally, according to a Blackeberg resident inter-
viewed in a Sesam article, there are 18 different garden areas close by, many of which
have plots available.
24 http://www.integration.stockholm.se/flykting/bostadssituation/bostadssitua-
tion.htm
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The city of Sophronia is made up of two half-cities. In one there is the great
roller coaster with its steep humps, the carousel with its chain spokes, the
Ferris wheel of spinning cages, the death-ride with crouching motorcyclists,
the big top with the clump of trapezes hanging in the middle. The other
88 half-city is of stone and marble and cement, with the bank, the factories,the palaces, the slaughterhouse, the school, and all the rest. One of the
half-cities is permanent, the other is temporary, and when the period of its
sojourn is over, they uproot it, dismantle it, and take it off, transplanting it
to the vacant lots of another half-city.
And so every year the day comes when the workmen remove the marble
pediments, lower the stone walls, the cement pylons, take down the
Ministry, the monument, the docks, the petroleum refinery, the hospital,
load them on trailers, to follow from stand to stand their annual itinerary.
Here remains the half-Sophronia of the shooting-galleries and the
carousels, the shout suspended from the cart of the headlong roller coast-
er, and it begins to count the months, the days it must wait before the cara-
van returns and a complete life can begin again.
ITALO cALVI NO, Invisible Cities
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32. Film still from Alain Resnais's Last
Year at Marienbad.
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The experience of temporary accommodation, hotel
rooms, college dormitories, even hospital rooms, is not
unfamiliar to many people. Each of these spaces denotes a
particular degree of control that we may have over the space, includ-
ing the right to decorate or alter it, the right to receive mail or visitors,
and the right to feel "at home" there. In these spaces, we also have
certain expectations with regard to cleanliness and the amenities we
expect to be provided to us, including soap and towels at a hotel, a
stripped bed and frame in a dormitory, and nurses and medicine in a
hospital. We know what to expect, and we know what our expecta-
tions and limitations should be in each scenario. When a university
student puts up a photograph of her hometown boyfriend and a
poster of her favorite band or a traveler unloads the contents of his
suitcase onto the hangers of the hotel closet, these are attempts to
mark the space, to own to some degree, even though both the student
and the traveler understand that their ownership is limited in time and
scope.
Environmental psychologists Barbara Brown and Douglas Perkins
(1992: 279) have described the phenomenon of "place attachment"
as the "behavioral, cognitive, and emotional embeddedness individ-
uals experience in their sociophysical environments." Through this
definition, it is possible to understand that disturbances in this
embeddedness, or "disruptions," are significant not only to the indi-
vidual's identity, but also to the relationship that the individual has
maintained with a particular place. They also describe, for example,
the response of people who faced involuntary relocation because of a
flood in the Appalachians, and how the "loss of their homes stripped
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residents of the 'furniture of self"'(Ibid.: 292). For refugees, the move-
ment has by definition also been involuntary, and their ruptures are
often traumatic in nature. War or individual persecution are the main
reasons for these translocations. In a tight housing market in a new
country-one in which even "natives" of the society may struggle to
find suitable accommodation-the difficulties of finding a place to live
magnify and transform the disruption already experienced. This is
compounded by the fact that refugees must frequently use a new lan-
guage in attempting to secure the basics of existence.
90 As a "non-place" (Augd 1995, following de Certeau), temporary
refugee housing is a buffer zone, a transit point between the past and
the future, the former cultures and nations and the new ones. This
transitional housing is thus much like other "transit points and tem-
porary abodes: wastelands, building sites, waiting-rooms, refugee
camps, stations, malls, hotels, where travelers break step and thou-
sands of individual itineraries converge" (Rappaport and Dawson
1998). However, transitional housing for refugees diverges from other
non-places in its distinct psychological function: it is, in fact, not a
hotel, where personal anonymity for a night or a week is acceptable
and often even desirable. It must exist in a reality between providing
impermanent filters and social networks that ease transition -into a
new life, while reminding the occupants that the stay in this interim
haven cannot be forever.
In this way, as mentioned in "Slowing Down," temporary refugee
housing becomes a manifestation of Foucault's heterotopia: a point of
passage that lies in-between spatial, social, and psychological states
of being. A new home space, a new neighborhood, but always a place
meant to be "moved through;" not with the speed of a night at a hotel,
and not with the delimitation of a hospital stay, "a home away from
home" for people who cannot return. Social anthropologist Arjun
Appadurai (1996) has noted that "even in the most intimate, spatially
confined, geographically isolated situations, locality must be main-
tained carefully against various kinds of odds." For those living in
genomgangsbostdder, this struggle happens in a very tangible way,
and on many levels.
With these theoretical issues in mind, I considered that any proposal
for transitional housing must address it as a unique typology with a
focus on two key formal and programmatic objectives. First, it should
be a place where residents can develop permanent ties to the outside
world and with each other; it has a particular role in the life of a
migrant and must respond, both programmatically and spatially.
Second, such housing should be a flexible environment, especially in
the physical sense, because it has the challenge of providing a
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"home" to both individuals and families who are moving in and out at
irregular rates. It must therefore allow for a feeling of stability to be
established, even as the very walls of the building are being taken
down and put up again.
PROCESS
When I examined the housing that has been offered in the past in
Stockholm (as shown in section Two in the mapping on pages 70-71
and smaller, at left), I noticed that there were two spatial trends, each
of which was manifested over a particular time. The housing devel-
oped for refugees during the Bosnian War period came was primarily
created by retrofitting institutional facilities. As mentioned before,
these included hospices, alcoholics' centers, and other forms of spe-
cial needs housing. In general (and as is visible on the map), these
33.Mappingoftockholm,aso buildings were spatially dispersed with a campus-like typology.
shown on pages7o-71. Imagebyauthor Spread over large sites and usually on the periphery of the city, they
using information from Stiftelsen Hotelhemi privileged the provision of open space and the durability of the oldStockholm.
buildings over the suitability of the spatial environment to the partic-
ular needs of refugees. According to SHIS, the total lack of or exis-
tence of very minimal kitchen facilities caused problems for both indi-
viduals and families who lived in the former institutions. The prob-
lems associated with transforming nurseries and nursing homes into
refugee housing were not prohibitive, but the quality of life that result-
ed was not ideal.
From the late 199os to today, it has been not only political (as
described in section Two) but also spatial trends that have differed
significantly for transitional refugee housing. The changes have main-
fested themselves as many of the initial locations have been closed
and the custom-built Vastberga and Blackeberg facilities were con-
structed. In fact, since both the early buildings used as genomgongs-
bostdder and the grounds used for the later ones have been leased
from the landowners, it has been difficult to establish any kind of con-
tinuity of residence with regard to the facilities. The current sites, as
mentioned in section Two, use walk-up or single-story housing with a
quality of impermanence; there have been many problems with regard
to mold in bathrooms, the breaking of appliances by people who are
untrained in their methods of use, and the extreme lack of social
space, even for children.
On the urban scale, both models have been concentrated in suburban
Stockholm. This is perhaps because more green space for institutions
was located there earlier and because city officials now believe that
there will be fewer protests in suburban areas over the placement and
development of refugee housing. In contrast, I (and many officials)
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34. Plan of the Langham Hotel in London. It shows the many distinct social spaces included
in the typical grand hotel, with special emphasis on the entrance hall and dining room.
Reproduced from Elaine Denby, Grand Hotels: Reality and llusion (London: Reaktion Books, 1998).
DO CKINGS
We sit between gas stations-
we can't really offend any-
body, we can't piss off any
neighbors-and that's great.
But at the same time, they're
not part of the society, they
don't have to be. They don't
have neighbors, they don't
have anything. They have a
highway and a gas station.
Day care Teacher,
Transitional Housing
think that transitional housing would be better sited in the city, where
refugees would be able to participate in urban life in a meaningful
way, instead of setting up the conditions that promote the patterns of
segregation outlined in the previous section through initial isolation.
Refugees need integration into "real" Swedish life as soon as possi-
ble, and this will not happen under isolated, suburban conditions. In
addition, since many of the services for refugees, such as Swedish
language schools, the Stockholm Integration Agency, and the Red
Cross, (shown as red circles on the map on page 91) are centrally
located, refugees living in the outskirts must use more time and ener-
gy to take advantage of them than if they were living close by. I think
it thus makes sense that refugee housing would also be located in the
city center.
From the onset, it seemed obvious that, in contrast to the current
model of locating the housing on disused greenfield sites like soccer
fields, the land needed for refugee housing did not need to be premi-
um plots. Initially, I considered sites near train tracks or under
bridges, since neither condition is considered desirable and both are
ubiquitous in Stockholm. By rethinking the current methods and look-
ing to land that is not contentious, one could expect fewer protests
from locals. After examining many traumatized or distressed sites
that were suggested by the Gatu- och Fastighetskontor (the Street and
Building Office in Stockholm) for new housing projects, I selected one
site to test the ideas of my project. However, my intention was always
to provide demonstrations of the strategy on other sites as well, as
part of a larger idea that the building should not exist in isolation, but
should be seen as one example of many possible iterations of the
project, and as part of a network, as will be shown later.
A NEW TYPOLOGY
In response to these past and present models, I felt that it was impor-
tant to establish some very distinct criteria for the spatial environ-
ment; what could and should occur under ideal conditions. I did this
by examining some of the imperfect precedent typologies and distill-
ing the differences between these models and the one that I wanted
to develop. This began with a look at hotels and apartment buildings,
in order to find the in-between condition that I was seeking.
For the reasons outlined above, the hotel cannot be taken as a model
wholesale, but I do think that certain hotel types-in particular the
type of the "grand" hotel-offer some guidelines for the design of
transitional housing. There are many films in which the social world
of the hotel has been explored, such as Alain Resnais's 1961 Last Year
at Marienbad and Luchino Visconti's 1971 Death in Venice, based on
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For me the apartment is the
main problem, for my parents
it is the apartment and the lan-
guage.
16-year-old from Iraq
the novella by Thomas Mann. In both cases, it becomes clear that an
entire society has developed within the framework of a holiday resort.
The context of the world outside is only marginal in relation to that
which controls social interaction within the smaller social groups that
have been created over a short time in the hotel. This is because the
building has points of concentration, where groups and individuals
can choose to meet (as in the dining room) or are forced to do so (as
in the lobby, from which all things begin).
One goal-unofficially stated by officials and also mine personally for
the project-is to generate new social contacts for people who lack
them as newcomers to Swedish society. This concentration of social
interaction within the building thus becomes very important. I have
therefore rejected the typology of the campus that was so popular for
transitional housing in the late 198os and early 1990s, because, in
spite of its open spaces for children, it fails to offer points of concen-
tration in the same way that other building types do. The criteria for
offering open space and air to new immigrants should be very differ-
ent than those for people recovering from, for instance, tuberculosis;
the openness of the building type creates the potential for isolation
among inhabitants.
Another type that I will reject is that of the motel, which is the obvious
generator of Gyllene Ratten but is also the basic typology of the new
Blackeberg buildings. In both cases, one-story, linear "bar" buildings
are arranged on the site in a seemingly random way. Pointing all
attention outward, they offer individual entrances and individual
experiences of the site from within the unit. Because of this, there is
little in the residential environment that overlaps, meaning that con-
tact between residents is held to a minimum, at least in this part of the
complex. At Gyllene Ratten, as described previously, the old hotel
structure, which is like a miniature grand hotel in some sense, does
provide space for group activities and concentrates meeting points; at
Blackeberg, no such spaces have yet been constructed.
The apartment building in its many iterations is also an imperfect tem-
plate for transitional refugee housing. In Stockholm, many of these
are built on the courtyard or atrium type, with the building organized
around a central space, which is open-air. This spatial model
approaches the ideal typology for transitional refugee housing, but it
is still imperfect in that it assumes a more permanent occupancy. The
individual units are very much separated from one another, and,
although the central space may be commonly used and passed
through, it does not provide programmatic reasons for interaction
between residents. Having lived in such an environment in Stockholm
myself, I can say that the way that these spaces are used is very much
D O CKI N G S
I don't want to live in
Skdrholmen because there are
too many immigrants there.
14-year old boy from
Iraqi Kurdistan
The thing is, if you end up in
an area where there are a lot of
Swedish people, there tends
to be a problem for that rea-
son. I've seen where they are
building [in Blackeberg], and
it's like a valley, there are
houses around it, and they
had a problem. But it's more
like it's a part of the society,
rather than this. People don't
live here! They don't live here.
But we'll see. And with
Elektravdgen? I mean, could-
n't they find a taller wall to put
around it? It's like Eastern
Berlin, for crying out loud! It's
like, "Ok, let's lock 'em in!" It's
terrible!
Staff Member,
Transitional Housing
It doesn't matter where we
live. But if I have to choose I
would stay in Frudngen, since I
know people here. I want to
live in Sthlm since my relatives
are here, and because I know
the area and have friends
here.
16-year old boy from
Iraq
individually. There may be a communal barbecue areas, but each
dwelling unit uses it independently and then cleans it for the next
users, and there is very seldom any kind of overlap between users.
In short, these two types-the hotel and the apartment building-offer
some clues about how to begin to address transitional housing, but
neither is a perfect model for it. Based on these investigations, I
decided that the housing should be composed of multi-story walk-up
units, organized around some elements of spatial concentration on
the interior, the exterior, or both. The walk-up model reduces the
overall cost of the building, by using staircases instead of elevators,
and it also allows the building to engage its context in a way not
allowed by a high-rise building. On the other hand, it is not single-
story because this, as demonstrated above, disengages the individual
dwelling units from one another in a way that is undesirable for creat-
ing contact points. In addition, the atrium or courtyard building has
been rejected because it also creates few overlaps.
With these factors in mind, the remainder of this section will be devel-
oped as follows: 1. Initial ideas for urban and spatial diagrams of the
building, 2. The parameters of flexibility and how the building is
meant to be used, 3. The central (both symbolically and spatially) con-
cept for the building, the kitchen core, and other ideas about pro-
gramming, 4. The systems enable the building to adapt over time, 5. A
demonstration of one possible iteration of the building in plan and
section, 6. A demonstration of the building strategy on multiple sites,
and 7. A reconsideration of the building in diagram, with membranes
of responsibility and social contact in mind.
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The motel is good, but it is old.
Since it is a hotel, it wasn't
built for long-term occupancy
either, so there are certain
things that are a little half-pro-
visionally done and have been
96 like that for io years, like the
kitchens and so on. One does-
n't have kitchens that were
dimensioned for large fami-
lies. But it costs money to
rebuild.
Assistant Manager,
Transitional Housing
Vdstertorp [where he worked
before] was too institutional.
Here there are more open
spaces, and they feel like they
are neighborhood. Everyone
has their own area in front of
their house.
Manager, Transitional
Housing
COCOON UNWRAPPED
Returning to the idea of the boat-the mediating space that immi-
grants of the past had but today's generally refugees do not-I began
to consider the spatial organization of the building. In addition to
being a restorative residential environment, I decided that the build-
ing should also have public program pieces, so that residents and
outsiders would have a reason to interact. Early ideas for these pro-
gram elements included an exhibition space for resident artwork and
an internet caf8. I also established that some semi-public facilities
should be included, such as classrooms, where group activities
involving both inhabitants and interested outsiders could take place.
As an initial response to my research, I diagrammed four ideas for the
building, as shown on the previous, opposing, and following pages.
DO C KI N GS
35. The first diagram shows a
strong dividing line between a
public exterior, where non-resi-
dents might congregate and the
city street would meet the build-
ing, and the private residential
space, where only residents
would have access. The lines
traveling between the spaces rep-
resent the residents, who can
pass between the two distinct
realms of experience.
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36. (top) The second diagram
shows a building within a very
constricted urban site, where
existing buildings determine the
maximum size of the footprint
98 and also its spatial organization.Again, the street front becomes
public (shown as a blue rectan-
gle), while the residential units
are organized in overlapping clus-
ters behind it (shown as white
squares with black edges). The
red bars along the sides of the
building begin to imagine a kind
of semi-public space, which is
distinct from both the public and
private sections of the building.
The gray circles on each end sym-
bolize the possibility that the
building can be penetrated from
either side, depending on the
user and the reasons for entry.
37. (bottom) The third diagram
further develops the idea about
clustering that had some pres-
ence in the second diagram. It
shows an analogue to the neigh-
borhood cluster, centered on
something communal (shown in
red), which could be a garden or
some programmatic element of
the building. The areas of over-
lap between individual dwelling
units indicate another kind of
shared space (shown in dark
blue). This one is more restricted
in terms of its number of users,
repeated but as an interstitial
space between just two dwelling
units.
I
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public entrance
private
entrance
public
entrance
reception
private
38. The fourth diagram is an attempt to synthesize the previous three and to merge the spa-
tial ideas that they present with an idea about the cocoon, the transitional space of growth
that the building is meant to be. I have called this diagram "cocoon unwrapped" because it
also begins to respond to the materiality of the cocoon, a construction of layers. The diagram,
which is labeled as though it were a building plan, shows residential units like pods at the
center of the building, protected by both their own exterior skin and that of the residential egg
in which they reside. As one travels outward from the center, the building's layers unfold from
private communal space to public space, and the unwrapping both protects the inner core and
allows a porous penetration of the interior from the exterior, but only by those who are invited
or who reside within it.
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FLEXIBILITY AND THE KITCHEN CORE
One of the primary objectives for this proposal was that the building
strategy be as flexible as possible, in order to accommodate the
100 extreme variations in occupancy and resident group size. To establish
some realistic parameters, I used an anonymous client list based on
real people living at Gyllene Ratten (see page 104). An examination of
this list proves that the countries of origin, length of stay at the tran-
sitional housing facility, and family size are all extraordinarily differ-
ent. Thus, the building can be neither culturally responsive nor
designed with only groups of a certain size in mind.
In order to create the maximum level of flexibility within the building,
I decided to incorporate a dual system of fixed and variable elements.
Even from the initial gestures, it was the kitchens, bathrooms, and
stairwells that were to be the rigid elements (due to the necessity of
fixed plumbing and structural elements), while apartment walls and
furniture would be moveable to varying degrees. Over time, the
kitchen became the primary spatial element and the instigator of the
rest of the response.
To demonstrate this idea about specific individuals living in different
configurations in the same building, I developed a series of diagrams
about the kitchen as the heart of the building. I began by thinking of
the kitchen as a minimum module unit, based on the smallest kitchen
that I could find in the Swedish apartment listings, which was approx-
imately I.5m2. This module then generated the rest of the building
diagram. The square units can be configured in many ways, depend-
ing on the site. This is shown in the underlay on this page, where the
variable cores can be square, L-shaped, linear, or a combination of
these.
39. (top) A sketch of the kitchen
core concept. The units lock into
the modular kitchens, which lie at
the center of the building. The unit
dimensions are also made up of the
modular spatial unit that defines the
kitchens, in order to allow flexibility
and fast reproduction of the compo-
nents of the system.
40. (bottom) The modular system
that inspired the kitchen core idea:
the Japanese tatami mat uses one
modular unit to create many differ-
ent sizes and types of spaces. Its
dimensions are based on the size of
one person sleeping or two people
sitting, each of which can be accom-
modated by one mat. Reproduced from
Tetsuro Yoshida, The Japanese House and
Garden, rev. ed., trans. Marcus G. Sims (New
York: Praeger Publishers, 1969).
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41. (top) The modular kitchen units can generate many different kinds of buildings and
respond to the site constraints. The apartments can then "dock" into the kitchen core, regard-
less of the form, in many different ways. Along with many other possible configurations of the
kitchen module core, four are shown with apartments "docking" into them. This represents
just one moment in the life of each building. Image by author.
From these variations, I chose one arrangement of the kitchen core-
a regular rectangle with eight kitchen modules-and developed a sce-
nario in which the apartments changed over time. These "Phases of
Residence" show the apartments changing to accommodate individu-
als and families, with people moving out, vacated apartments stand- 103
ing empty occasionally, and new residents moving in. The old and
new residents often have little in common with each other, and the
building must sometimes wait for two apartments to be available
before a new group can move in. In addition, when older children
move out or new babies arrive, established groups invariably need
less or more space, adding to the complexity of the situation.
The bands below the diagram are scaled to represent the size of the
families living in the apartments, and they are continuous until the
moment of departure. At that time, the width of their presence is
replaced by white, to indicate their continuing presence (like the wake
of the boat) as something that remains, a presence in absence. The
memory of those who have left is still present for those who remain
and for those who work there. On the side of the diagram is informa-
tion about the actual individuals who were included as "clients" for
this particular building, along with some information about what hap-
pens to them over time.
The central concept of these diagrams is that the kitchen modules,
being the only fixed element in the system, ground the units. In rela-
tion to the dockings sketch shown on page 104, the units "dock" into
the kitchen core, attaching and then detaching, depending on the
users.
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42. (above) An initial sketch
about the dockings concept:
boats of different sizes come and
go at varying intervals. When
they depart, their wake serves as
a reminder of their absence. New
boats take their place, as soon as
the wake has become calmer
waters.
43. (right) A list of clients based
on real people living in a transi-
tional housing facility in a south-
ern suburb of Stockholm.
Information provided by staff at the facility.
44. (following pages) The list of
clients and the kitchen core are
brought together in this diagram
of the building, showing its phas-
es of residence. The building's
inner core remains stable, even
as all of the walls dividing the
units change to respond to the
needs of the inhabitants.
CLIENTS FOR TRANSITIONAL HOUSINGO
families:
family 1:
a. Man, age 55, Iraq, 3 years at Gyllene Ratten
b. Woman, age 50, Iraq, 2 years at GR
c. Girl, age 20, Iraq, 2 years at GR
d. Boy, age 19, Iraq, 2 years at GR
e. Boy, age 16, Iraq, 2 years at GR
family 2:
a. Woman, age 40, Ukraine, 1 month at GR
b. Man, age 43, Ukraine, 1 month at GR
c. Girl, age 17, Ukraine, 1 month at GR
d. Boy, age 1o, Ukraine, 1 month at GR
family 3:
a. Man, age 27, Bolivia, 4 years at GR
b. Woman, age 24, Bolivia, 4 years at GR.
c. Boy, age 7, Bolivia, 4 years at GR.
d. Boy, age 3, Sweden, 3 years at GR.
family 4:
a. Man, age 54, Syria, 1 year at GR
b. Woman, age 40, Syria, 1 year at GR
c. Girl, age 22, Syria, 1 year at GR
d. Girl, age 21, Syria, 1 year at GR
e. Girl, age 19, Syria, 1 year at GR
f. Boy, age 18, Syria, 1 year at GR
g. Girl, age 14, Syria, 1 year at GR
h. Girl, age io, Syria, iyear at GR
i. Boy, age 7, Syria, 1 year at GR
j. Girl, age 7, Syria, 1 year at GR
family 5:
a. Man, age 48, Iraq, i year at GR.
b. Woman, age 40, Iraq, 6 months at GR.
c. Girl, age 18, Iraq, 6 months at GR.
d. Girl, age 17, Iraq, 6 months at GR.
e. Girl, age 14, Iraq, 6 months at GR.
f. Girl, age 12, Iraq, 6 months at GR.
family 6:
a. Man, age 44, Iraq, 2 years at GR.
b. Woman, age 40, Iraq, i year at GR.
c. Boy, age 16, Iraq, 1 year at GR.
d. Boy, age 13, Iraq, i year at GR.
e. Girl, age 8, Iraq, 1 year at GR.
104
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family 7:
a. Man, age 29, Bangladesh, 1 year at GR.
b. Woman, age 28, Bangladesh, 1 year at GR.
c. Boy, age 1, born in Sweden, i year at GR.
family 8:
a. Man, age 45, Iraq, 3 years at GR.
b. Woman, age 41, Iraq, 3 years at GR.
c. Boy, age ii, Iraq, 3 years at GR
d. Girl, age 9, Iraq, 3 years at GR
e. Boy, age 7, Iraq, 3 years at GR
family 9: 105
a. Woman, age 31, Palestine, 3 months at GR.
b. Boy, age 13, Palestine, 3 months at GR.
c. Girl, age 12, Palestine, 3 months at GR.
d. Boy, age 8, Palestine, 3 months at GR.
e. Girl, age 8, Palestine, 3 months at GR.
family 10:
a. Man, age 28, Afghanistan, 2 years at GR.
b. Woman, age 28, Afghanistan, 2 years at GR.
c. Girl, age 3, Afghanistan, 2 years at GR.
d. Girl, age 2, Born in Sweden, 2 years at GR.
family 11:
a. Woman, age 30, Afghanistan, 3 months at GR.
b. Boy, age 1o, Afghanistan, 3 months at GR.
c. Boy, age 6, Afghanistan, 3 months at GR.
family 12:
a. Man, age 38, Iran, 2 years at GR.
b. Woman, age 32, Iran, i year at GR.
c. Girl, age 14, Iran, 1 year at GR.
d. Girl, age 12, Iran, 1 year at GR.
individuals:
1. Man, age 32, Iraq, 2 years at GR.
2. Woman, age 48, Iraq, 2 years at GR.
3. Man, age 48, Afghanistan, 1 month at GR.
4. Man, age 28, Iraq, 3 years at GR.
5. Man, age 29, Ethiopia, 3 years at GR.
6. Woman, age 61, Iran, 4 months at GR.
7. Man, age 32, Iraq, 2 years at GR.
8. Man, age 29, Afghanistan, 9 months at GR.
9. Woman, age 23, Iraq, 2 years at GR.
10. Man, age 27, Iraq, 3 years at GR.
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45- Model of the adaptable
kitchen, showing the countertops
that move in two directions. In
the configuration shown, a family
has taken over two kitchen units
108 and positioned the countertop tocover the first sink, which is now
redundant.
D O C K I N G S
SYSTEM
There are too many people in
each apartment, too many
showers and therefore mildew
in the bathroom. Gyllene
Ratten is better than
Vdstberga because they have
tile floors. People throw water
on the floor when they clean,
and this leads to mildew.
Most floors in Vdstberga are
damaged.
Official from SHIS
In order to understand this concept about the kitchens at the building
scale, I developed a model of a flexible kitchen environment at 1:50.
The model shows one sink and counter module, which has moving
pieces to allow it to change in relation to use. If one unit is using two
such kitchen modules, the countertop can slide over to cover one of
the sinks, creating more workspace and no redundancies. In addi-
tion, as I imagined that a ventilation gap/stairwell would occur in the
middle of the building, with kitchens flanking both sides, another
countertop could slide out into this space. This would be a place for
pies to cool and for residents to pass items across the shaft to other
units, generating a scenario in which the smells of cooking from mul-
tiple units could be experienced by people coming up the stairs.
In addition to this kitchen module system, I examined one of the other
major fixed elements of the building: the bathroom. Initially, I con-
sidered placing all bathrooms on the periphery of the building, so that
natural ventilation-something that, as mentioned earlier, has caused
many problems at both Gyllene Ratten and Vastberga-could be pro-
vided to them. Eventually, I decided that it was more important to
allow the bathrooms a more flexible location in the building, by organ-
izing them around ventilation shafts at varying intervals. Another
model, also at 1:50, demonstrates this point, showing how multiple
levels of bathrooms interlock around the void of ventilation.
In addition, these bathroom units were meant to be flexible; if a sin-
gle individual were occupying an apartment, they would receive two
module units of 1.5 M2 , the ends of which would be occupied by a sink
and toilet. Like many of the minimal Scandinavian bathrooms that are
a norm in both Sweden and Denmark, no separate bathing area would
be provided. Instead, by means of a drain in the middle of the floor,
the user would simply bathe in the space between the two fixtures
and wipe down whatever was necessary afterward. The bathroom
units shown in the model allow for three of these separate bathrooms
to exist simultaneously. On the other hand, all three bathrooms could
also be given to one family, in which case, they would be able to trans-
form the space in a more convenient way. The provision of a large
shower curtain on a multi-use track (as shown in the model) allows a
flexible reconfiguration of the bathrooms, depending on needs for pri-
vacy and varying occupancy.
109
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46. (above) Model of the kitchen unit at 1:50. In this configuration, the sink is left uncovered in
its position under the opening in the countertop. Photo has been descreened.
47- (opposite page) Model of the kitchen unit at 1:50. Photo has been descreened.
WON
4I,
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48 and 49. Model of the bath-
room at 1:50, showing the divid-
ing shower curtain and stacking
concepts. Photo on the left has been
descreened.
112
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MULTIPLE DOCKINGS
After elaborating on these ideas about locationally fixed but spatially
flexible kitchens and bathrooms, I began to think about the building
as a complete system of parts. In order to accommodate the flexibili-
ty implied by my Phases of Residence diagrams, I decided to think of
the walls of the individual units as movable panels, brought into the
space when a person or family move in and taken away when they
move out. As a variation on this theme, the panels could also become
something more, such as table or desks. The Matura system devel-
114 oped by John Habraken is one precedent for this idea; it allows indi-
vidual users to reconfigure existing spaces in order to personalize
use. My system would be different from this model, since the struc-
ture in which it rests would be specifically designed to accommodate
these changes and not an added feature. Another interesting prece-
dent is the "hinge space" developed by Steven Holl for his Fukuoka
Housing; it allows the user to alter the living space by moving pivoting
panels to open up or close down the space, as seen at left. In my pro-
posal, the walls can also pivot in certain places, but they are also com-
pletely removable and thus adapt in multiple directions.
As a kind of symbolic gesture, wall panels provide the refugees, who
in many cases left most possessions behind in their home countries,
with storage space. In most of my interviews with residents, they said
that they had brought to Sweden only what they were wearing at the
time of their departure and some photographs. Therefore, an initial
idea that I had was to provide every individual with a storage space,
one in which these precious objects from the homeland could be
stored: a repository and not a site of accumulation. As an outgrowth
of the wall and storage systems found in traditional Japanese houses,
the storage units given over to this function would be like the family
shrines, spatially similar to the other storage units (such as those pro-
vided in between apartment units as described above) but particular
in their special use. This was developed in the drawings in figure 58.
Moving forward from this and backward from my ideas about units
docking into the kitchens, I developed a series of models with Charles
and Ray Eames's Powers of Ten in mind, showing the system at differ-
ent scales but elaborating upon the specific ideas simultaneously.
Therefore, the scheme has a comprehensive logic: if the building
docks into the urban context by responding to the site's characteris-
tics (model i at 1:500), the structural system docks into the kitchen
core (model 2 at 1:ioo), the panels dock into the structural system
(model 3 at 1:50), and the subdivisions of the panels dock into their
hosts (model 4 at 1:25). The next scale would be a separate storage
unit, allotted to each individual and on wheels, which might attach
.... ...... 
onto the panel's fin. Thus, this series of models illustrates the inter-
locking elements of the system, both stable and fluid.
As the kitchen core idea was further developed in relation to the dia-
grams, I decided to replace the idea of a minimalist kitchen for one
unit with a larger, semi-private one. This changed the building strate-
gy in fundamentalways. First, semi-private kitchens increase the con-
centrated social interaction among residents that I have defined as
being desirable for the development of social networks in Sweden. In
addition, it means that negotiations on some level must take place, so
that one family or individual's cooking does not impede another's.
Each kitchen is equipped with three oven units and three refrigerators,
so that the mean residential load for the building, in which three units
are using each kitchen, is reflected in the appliances supplied. Also,
each kitchen has dry storage space for the units, and this is designed
to be a part of the kitchen's enclosure.
50. (opposite page) "Hinge space"
in Steven Holl's Fukuoka Housing.
Reproduced from Steven Holl, Anchoring:
Selected Projects 1975-1991 (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton Architectural Press, 1991).
51. (right) The traditional Japanese
house also offers some clues about
the inclusion of storage into a wall
system. The "b" spaces accommo-
date storage, and the "a" spaces,
though similar in size and location,
contain the family shrine, a special
storage unit. I have used the idea
of a wall panel with storage unit in
many places in the project.
Reproduced from Tetsuro Yoshida, TheJapanese
House and Garden, rev. ed., trans. Marcus G.
Sims (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1969).
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71 House 1 I Entrance hall
2 lvovg ot. 6 mots
3 dmng room. 4 mats
4 kitchen
5 trivy
a Tokonoma
b wall cupboard
Total area 10 Tsubo (33 1 sq m or 36D sq f1 ), number of mats. 10
Livig room 6 mats. and dinog room 4 mats face soth and north,
back to back and are connected by sldog doors, so that they can
of necessary be used as a single room. 10 mats in size Each has a
wall-cupboard and serves also as a bedroom On the south side a
broad sill with balustrade is built out from the widow which can
be used to hold flowerpots. or as a seat
72 House 2 1 Entrance halt a Tokonomna
2 reception room. 6 mats b wall-cupboard
3dving room, Stmats
4ding room. 3 mats
5 kitchen
6 privy
Total area 13,25 Tsubo (4386 sq m. or 477 sql ft ). number of mats.
15 Two 6-tat rooms, connected by shdong doors, face south and
are also connected with the two northerly rooms - the dining room.
3 mats. and the hall - which facilitates the circulation of air i
summer. Both closed veranda and bathroom are lacking. which
means that the number of mats is large compared with the area of
the butildng
73 House 3 1 Entrance hall
2 lvng room. 8 mats
3 dinng room, 4 mats
4 veranda
5 kitchen
6 bathroom
7 prvy
a Tokonoma
b wall-cupboard
Tolal area 14 Tsubo (46 34 sq, m. or W4 &Q tt). number of mats. 12
Sialer to House I It has. however. a closed verarda and both-
room and the number of moats is therefore comparatively small.
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52. Powers of Ten model, 1:500.
116
53. Powers of Ten model, 1:100.
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54. Powers of Ten model, 1:50.
117
55. Powers of Ten model, 1:25.
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56. (opposite page) Powers of Ten
model, 1:50.
57. (above) Powers of Ten models,
all scales.
58. (right) Drawings of the panel
system, showing different varia-
tions: the desk panel, the window-
desk panel, the table panel, narrow
panel, and three generic panels.
YEI
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59- (above) Orphanage by Aldo
van Eyck. Reproduced from Francis
Strauven, Aldo van Eyck's Orphanage: A
Modern Movement (Amsterdam: NAi
Publishers, 1996).
60. (opposite page, top) Site
plan for the strategy at Hornstull.
Image by author, using site documentation
from the Gatu- och Fastighetskontor.
61. (opposite page, bottom)
Photo of the intersection at
Hornstull. The site is on the right
in the area now used as a small
park. Reproduced from leppe WikstrOm
and Jan Lundgren, Perspektivpd Stockholm
(Stockholm: Max Strom Bokforlaget, 1998).
PLAYING THE GAME
To demonstrate the strategy, I have used its system and applied it to
one site in central Stockholm on the island of Sodermalm. Like a
game with one set of rules but many variations on play, this is just one
example of the ways in which the building could be developed. The
demonstration was produced in order to explain the system's inner
workings, which is impossible at the level of the diagram. Like Aldo
van Eyck's orphanage, the building offers repeated and individual
variables, mapping the uses and users in space. Unlike his building,
however, this one (or ones of this type) would metamorphose over
time, allowing the game to be played endlessly.
The site is close the Hornstull subway station. It is an urban condition
at the major point of entry into the city from the south, the Liljeholm
Bridge. S6dermalm was the traditional working class quarter of the
city until recently, but it has been heavily gentrified. It is, however, the
primary location for the refugee services mentioned previously,
including the school where Swedish for Immigrants is taught; the Red
Cross (where one of the integration programs for refugees is housed);
and the Stockholm Integration Agency, to name a few.
DOCK INGS
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62. Ground floor plan for the
demonstration project at
Hornstull.
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floor o and entry
The non-resident user enters the building at the street, coming into an
exhibition/lobby space. This is the same space that gives residents
access to the mailroom, located on the edge of the lobby space.
Residents can then continue to one of two exits, where they can follow
the edge of the building until reaching the staircase that connects to
their unit. Non-residents can pass the reception desk and choose to
enter the internet cafe (found in the building's "arm" on the west
side), linger in the lobby area, or continue past the desk to the public
staircase. This final option takes the visitor up to the mezzanine level, 123
where a community kitchen for cooking classes and other group meet-
ings is located. To access this space, one must have registered to par-
ticipate, so it is really a semi-public part of the building. More about
the purpose and use of this space is included in the final part of this
section.
Like the other primary public pieces, the internet caf6 is located on
the periphery of the building, against the public street. This program
piece has not been used as a part of transitional refugee housing
before. It is introduced here so that non-residents passing by the
building, ranging from neighbors to foreign tourists, can use the facil-
ities, along with the residents. They can come to use the internet,
have coffee, and possibly interact with residents who are also using
the computers. Since a great deal of information about immigration,
integration, housing, education, and health care is found on the inter-
net in Sweden, it is obviously important for refugees to have access to
it. In this way, they can choose the time and speed with which the
information is found, and they have the service of the connection
close at hand. In addition, children living in the facility can use the
computers for school work and contacting friends.
The apartments on the ground floor are distributed according to use
within the large open space of the central part of the building. The
only immobile pieces of the building in this area are the shear walls-
cutting across the floor at regular intervals-and the bathrooms and
storage units that extend from the walls. The bathrooms, which follow
the direction of the walls and adhere to them in order to allow maxi-
mum light and air to pass through the floor, are divided internally into
two pieces. Like the prototypes developed in model earlier, these
dividing partitions can be removed, so that a larger family can have a
more substantial bathroom unit. The walls also contain the previous-
ly mentioned individual storage units, like the "a" of the Japanese
house, where refugees can store the few items brought with them
from the homeland in a stationary, private location. These are meant
to be unit-specific and thus allotted either to a whole family or a sin-
gle individual.
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63. Mezzanine i plan for the
demonstration project at
Hornstull.
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mezzanine i
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mezzanine i
Large, semi-private kitchens and group dining spaces are located on
this floor, which is contained entirely by the shear walls of the kitchen
"bar." These are, in turn, supported by the lower level shear walls but 125
run in the opposite direction. As a resident travels up the staircase
from the ground floor to this level, the kitchen that their unit is meant
to use will be opposite their point of entry into the kitchen "bar." They
will share this extra space with everyone using their staircase, which
can vary in terms of number of units but not as much in terms of num-
ber of people. Two kitchens share each dining space, and these are
separated from one another by light partitions, which can be removed
at certain times to allow the "bar" to open up from one end to the
other. A more thorough explanation of this possibility is explained in
the last part of this section.
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64. Upper level plans for the
demonstration project at
Hornstull.
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floor i
mezzanine 2
mezzanine 3
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upper floors and mezzanines 2 and 3
The next level of apartments (floor 1) is accessed from the same stair-
case that led to the first mezzanine level, and apartment entrances
are located at the landing on the opposite side of the stairwell. The 127
same stair then continues up to the second mezzanine level. On this
level, there are panel storage rooms, where the walls for the apart-
ment units are kept. Leftover panels are also used to create study car-
rels on this floor, where children can do homework or adults can work
on their Swedish lessons. Groups can also meet here to study if the
panels are reconfigured slightly. This is an in-between space, and is
located at the center primarily to facilitated the movement of the pan-
els, but it is also activated by those who use it to meet or study and
thereby take advantage of its central location in the building.
The third level is accessed via a staircase inside the mezzanine level,
which allows the third and fourth apartment levels to have an open
plan like that on the ground floor. The third mezzanine level contains
smaller communal kitchens, reflecting the smaller number of users
inhabiting the upper levels. Dining spaces are shared in the same
way as they were on the first mezzanine level.
As is visible in the plans and in the model, the building's edge is
crenulated by the terraces and gardens that are placed along its edge.
Fewer of them exist on the ground level, and this is particularly true on
the west side of the building, where the noise and traffic of the first
floor do not invite open space. The terraces are allowed by the flexi-
ble system, since the movable walls create the possibility of fluid exte-
rior edges. Users create these spaces in different ways over time, as
interior space is populated and then vacated. As a register of the his-
tory of the building's occupation, these scalloped edges are like the
white lines of the Phases of Residence diagrams.
doMidg. TRANSITIONAL HOUSING FOR POLITICAL REFUGEES
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65 and 66. (above) Section drawings for the demonstration project.
67. (opposite page) Section through a typical duplex apartment in the Unite d'Habitation by
Le Corbusier. Reproduced from David Jenkins, unitE d'Habtadon Marselles Le Corbusier (London: Phaidon, 1993).
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sections
The sections show that, like the rue intirieure (interior street) in Le
Corbusier's Unite d'Habitation in Marseilles, the building contains a
central element. In this case, however, it is the kitchen core that is
embraced in section by the floors above and below it. As with the
Unite, this central gesture collects users of the building into a com-
mon area before redistributing them into their private dwelling
spaces. In the case of the dockings project, however, this element is
repeated only twice, and the kitchen core-with its interstitial panel
storage area-becomes a spine for the building in plan and also in
section.
The gaps in the building in various places allow air and light to reach
the interior parts of the apartments. This is extremely important in
Stockholm, since days are quite short in the winter, and darkness in
interior spaces becomes a very serious problem when the building is
too deep.
Finally, the sections show that the kitchen bar's mezzanine levels
deny the possibility of any one floor attaching greater ownership to
the semi-private space than the others. This is a deliberate gesture to
avoid the opposite situation, in which the spaces would become too
private. The communal nature of the kitchens and dining rooms is
thus ensured.
129
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68. (above left) 1:200 model: the building from above at night.
69. (above right) 1:200 model: view from the opposite street corner. Color has been altered.
70. (opposite page) 1:200 model: view from above the park. color has been altered.
D O C KI N G S
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71- (above) 1:200 model: cropped view. Photo has been descreened.
72. (opposite page) 1:200 model: side view. Color has been altered.
D OCKI N GS
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REPLAY
After creating the rules for the strategy and a basic diagram of the way
that the building would function on the Hornstull site, I used four addi-
134 tional sites to show that the strategy could be developed in different
ways in places with different sets of conditions. The legend on the
opposite page shows where these four sites are located. All of them
are in inner-city Stockholm, with three on S6dermalm, like the demon-
stration project, and one in Ostermalm, one of Stockholm's most
affluent city sections. If the strategy is a game whose rules have been
established, these are four times that the game has been played on a
diagrammatic level.
DOCKI NG S
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73. (above) Map of Stockholm, showing possible locations for four additional facilities. These
sites were suggested for new housing projects by the Gatu- och Fastighetskontor in their glug-
gar, or briefs on sites for housing in the inner city. Image by author, using underlay from DN's Stockholm
Online mapping software.
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74. (above) Siting i of the strategy is located at Vildsvinet block, Storgatan, Ostermalm. The
constricted site requires a narrow building with a buffer zone on the only street edge. The
neighborhood is one of Stockholm's wealthiest, but many attempts to put transitional housing
for refugees here have been met with resistance. This site allows the building to blend into the
existing fabric of the neighborhood in a central location.
75. (opposite page) Siting 2 of the strategy at the Liljeholms Bridge, Homstull, Sodermalm.
The open site allows the module to be repeated multiple times and suggests that the public
and semi-public program can serve as a connecting strip, rather than a buffer zone. This site
allows for a larger number of inhabitants.
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76. (above) Siting 3 of the strategy at Londonviadukten near the Viking Line Ferry Terminal,
S~dermalm. The site is traumatized from many directions: the ferry terminal receives a great
deal of traffic, the streets bounding the site are very busy, and the commuter rail line, the
Saltsjubana, passes over the site about every 15 minutes. The building's public pieces there-
fore become protection from the chaotic surroundings.
77. (opposite page) Siting 4 of the strategy at the Grimman block, Mariaprastghrdsgatan,
SWdermalm. A typical urban site with a very restricted available footprint, the public pieces
front the street and use the unusual shape of the site to pad the building from its surround-
ings. Image by author.
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MEMBRANES AND MODES OF USE
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78. Amish barn raising. Image
from www.amishphoto.com.
79. (following pages)
Membranes of use and interac-
tion.
The diagrams-developed after the demonstration plans and sections
were designed-demonstrate the way that the building works in rela-
tion to this iteration of the strategy in particular. They also begin to
clarify the way that the building is used, which I will now describe in
detail.
barn raising
On the social scale, the variable features of the building both require
and allow possibilities for interaction among residents, an analogue
to the previously described grand hotel. First, when new residents
move in, it becomes necessary for the more established residents to
help with the construction of the residential unit. The panels that
comprise the apartment are brought from the interstitial space
between the two kitchen mezzanine levels. Those who have lived in
the housing for some time are asked to help, and the creation of the
apartment becomes, like an Amish barn raising, a community event.
This means that new people who move in are immediately introduced
to other residents, and the inverse. The panels can be thought of as
unfinished on one side, so that even if an established unit has creat-
ed a peripheral boundary for the new unit, the walls in the new unit
are incomplete until panels are added to the other side. It is also pos-
sible that the space between the two panels (or that created by it)
could be storage space for the units. In addition, this means that res-
idents, both new and established, achieve some level of empower-
ment from the moment that they move into the building. They and
their neighbors must be active when they arrive. This would go some
way towards counteracting one of the pitfalls of the current transition-
al housing, in which residents have sometimes become dependent on
the staff for their caretaking, slipping into a passive lifestyle.
cooking classes
In the building's most important civic gesture, the ends of the kitchen
"bar," described in detail below, will contain "community kitchens,"
which penetrate the faeade of the building. These larger, semi-public
kitchens will be spaces where Swedish people can come to learn from
refugee residents about cooking methods from their home countries.
This activity can be regarded as another method of empowering the
inhabitants of transitional housing (many people have suggested that
empowering through cooking would have a primarily female target
group). Knowledge about something that a displaced person can feel
confident about (i.e., how to cook home cuisine) can be shared with
novices (locals, who have more power in practically every other situa-
D O C K I N G S
It would be good if we could
have more contact with
Swedes. Most of the people
who live here are new and can-
not speak Swedish. Another
thing that would be good if we
could be introduced to the new
people who come here so that
we get to know them.
16-year-old boy from
Iraqi Kurdistan
tion). Since learning Swedish as quickly as possible is also an objec-
tive of most residents (and learning it in isolation from locals is very
difficult) this would be an opportunity for residents to use and
improve their language skills and for locals to learn some of the words
for food and cooking from their teachers' languages. Finally, knowl-
edge about the preparation of food becomes another article to be
stored, an item in the repository that may not be tangible but clearly
has value, both as memory trigger and as bartered good.
festival days
The divisions between the kitchens at the ends of the dining spaces,
together with the swinging storage door panels that separate the
kitchens from the rest of the spine space, allow the entire space to be
transformed at certain moments. The entire spine can be turned into
one large space if the residents desire, or parts of it can be made into
social spaces larger than the unit of the dining room by the same
method. Capitalizing on the fact that food is being prepared and
eaten in this space, one could imagine that a kind of farmers' market
could be opened to the public at certain times or that major social
events, such as weddings or religious holidays, could occur within the
expanded kitchen "bar" space. The flexibility of the spatial modules
allows for maximum variation.
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HOUSE OF GAMES
It is important to emphasize that the design project that I was able to
develop during the thesis semester is not meant to be evaluated as a
144 finished building. From the initial diagrams to the current state, the
focus has been on the creation of a strategy or demonstration of a new
idea for this very specific building type. I am planning to continue
working on the proposal in the future, maintaining the same two key
points: i. To address psychological comfort, trauma, and memory
(especially for children, who will likely have long-term memories of the
space, as most people do of their childhood homes), while reinforcing
that staying in genomgongsbostdder really is a "rite of passage" and
not a "move" and 2. To provide reasons for and points of contact
between residents and the Swedish people living around them. The
next section will explain my current thoughts about the project, both
as realized and as grounds for future study.
DO CKI N G S
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No matter how far one ventures in geographical or chronological distance,
there is at every point or moment the possibility of a loop in the itinerary
that returns to the starting point, to Home. The notion of home, in all its
possible iterations-from gravid vessel to the modern and contemporary
148 space of the uncanny to the place where your body goes to sleep at night to
the planet whose gravity we desire to escape-is implicated in this now
complex, heuristic apparatus that describes a territory, a space. It is an
intricate system of many interconnected and interwoven parts, ever-chang-
ing in relation to one another and held together by a weak force. It is a
strangely familiar, even homely place: a universe, world, a nation, a city, a
garden, a building, the very body within which the sentient being reading
these words is inscribed.
JENNIFER BLOOMER, "The Unbearable Being of Lightness"
D R I FT
What is the position of architecture and urban planning
in a world where people are increasingly mobile? This
project addresses that question through the context of temporary
refugee housing. It recognizes refugee transition as both an individ-
ual and a social act, one that-on both levels-affects the society at
large. More broadly, it argues that architects and planners must take
human mobility seriously and pose questions about what new archi-
tectural types and urban forms should be developed, particularly for
marginalized groups.
Certainly, the provision of short-term shelter to socially, ethnically,
nationally, and racially diverse groups through permanent or semi-
permanent facilities is a multifaceted problem. It is much more diffi-
cult than the provision of temporary housing in permanent structures
to groups with other types of individual variability, such as students
living in dormitories, who may be assumed to have more in common
with one another and fewer experiences with psychological trauma.
Nor is it an urban community of the typical sort, where neighbors may
get to know each other over the space of years, forming permanent
bonds that have relationships to continuously accessible space. My
proposal, which includes both programmatic/institutional recommen-
dations and formal/architectural ones, attempts to interweave the
two disciplines of architecture and city planning and to combine their
disparate modes of thinking into a new model that addresses these
multi-layered questions.
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MEDICINE
First, drawing upon past and present models used in Stockholm, my
proposal maintains that an initial period of segregation (or rather:
sequestration) is important for refugees, since it gives them the
opportunity to learn about Swedish life before entering mainstream
society, but it also acts against segregation on another level. As a cri-
tique of existing models, I believe that it is vital that transitional hous-
ing be sited in the inner city. Many services are located here, differ-
ences between people are not as visible due to the inherently multi-
150 faceted nature of the city, and the problems of segregation-so wide-
ly discussed with regard to Stockholm today-can be counteracted on
a small scale.
This last point is the most important, because transitional housing in
the city center normalizes the presence of immigrants in the city,
instead of relegating them to concentrations in the suburbs. Also, if
placed in multiple locations, the housing serves the same function as
small injections of an antibiotic in many places on an ailing body: they
are gestures that promote desegregation by introducing outsiders to
the possibility of inner city life, one that they may choose to maintain
after the period of transition is over. They also act as a visible "pep-
pering" of markers of society's commitment to certain ideals.
CENTERS OF GRAVITY
Another critique presented by my proposal is that genomgangs-
bostdder need to adopt a particular form diagrammatically. They can-
not be conceived of as a campus of disparate buildings, where social
interaction is left to chance encounters, because it is not solitude that
should be privileged. Neither should they be one-story or walk-up
"bar" buildings like the ones being used today. These compartmen-
talize dwelling spaces, direct views outward, and provide no centering
point on which administrative or group activities can concentrate.
Instead, my proposal is for a building with multiple centers of gravity;
a place where the individual or family has privacy, but also a place
where group activities-both organized and randomly occurring-can
transpire.
In my proposal, the building is organized around a central spine, the
kitchen core, where semi-public activities take place and social inter-
action can occur on different scales: i. Family/Individual (cooking and
studying), 2. Between units (eating, apartment building with the pan-
els stored in the center of the kitchen core, and socializing), and 3.
Large groups (festival days and holidays and cooking classes).
Spatially, the staircases collect and release individuals, either into the
D R I FT
group space or the individual dwelling units. In a return to the origi-
nal diagram that began my response to the building-the cocoon
unwrapped-I see the building as providing membranes of protection
from public to semi-public to semi-private to private. In the model
proposed, they do not flow from outside to inside as they did in the
diagram.
Instead, they concentrate interaction at specific points and allow per-
sonal privacy at others. Like the pods of the diagram, the dwelling
units are not shared and are distinct from all other spaces. The semi-
private allows for interaction between residents at designated points 151
and for very specific reasons. The semi-public, as in the community
kitchen space, allows for dialogue with outsiders but is by invitation
only, and the public nature of, for instance, the exhibition space or the
internet cafi, opens them to anyone, allowing use in unorganized
ways and times. These features of the building are totally different
from the sanatorium/campus model and also from the motel/linear
"bar"-building model. In contrast to both, the dockings system clus-
ters uses and users, providing gravity to the building in both the liter-
al and figurative meanings of the word.
FLEXIBLE
A family of ten from Iraqi Kurdistan living next to a family of four from
Iran, with two individuals, a woman from Bangladesh and a man from
Palestine, living across the hall. The woman moves out because she
finds an apartment in Stockholm, and the oldest child of the family of
ten decides to move in with his girlfriend in SkArholmen. The result at
this moment: two totally different vacancies. Later, the family of four
moves out after deciding to relocate to Malmo. In a building with fixed
dwelling units, divergent newcomers must wait until the vacancies are
suited to them, or else they must attempt to live in spaces that are not
particularly comfortable. At Gyllene Ratten, it seems that most people
are living in apartments that are ill equipped for them. My proposal
has attempted to respond to this situation in a different way, by allow-
ing the building to react to the changing inhabitants, rather than the
other way around.
It is in this way that transitional housing becomes a spatial manifes-
tation of a heterotopic condition, a ship that floats between lifetimes,
cultures, and social networks. In seeking to be as flexible as possible
while still providing grounding points, it is a further critique of the typ-
ical architectural and planning response to such issues. The panel
system of the interior and flexible terraces and gardens on the exteri-
or mean that the boundaries and subdivisions of the building are
always fluid. Instead of creating a stationary response to a mobile
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condition, the building recognizes that the modes of inhabitation, like
the people themselves, move in and out due to conditions and with a
speed that is a product solely of the contemporary world. Architecture
and city planning responses of the past have no place in this circum-
stance, which is unlike both the typical apartment building and the
hotel. The transition occurs not just for the inhabitants, but also for
the building itself, which responds to and remembers those who have
occupied it; the ship moves "from port to port, from tack to tack, from
brothel to brothel" (Foucault, 1986, cited in Hetherington 1997), but,
as an "obligatory point of passage" (Hetherington, 1997), its process
152 is biological. Again, the caterpillar-in this case the building-main-tains its essence.
END/BEGINNING: TRIAGE AND DIAGNOSIS
The function of any drawer is to ease, to acclimate the death of objects by causing
them to pass through a sort of pious site, a dusty chapel where, in the guise of keep-
ing them alive, we allow them a decent interval of dim agony.
Roland Barthes (1977)
Like the drawer, the spaces through which new immigrants pass must
provide forums for exchange and continuity, but also release. The res-
idential space of "through-going housing" is neither instantaneous
hotel nor permanent dwelling, and it must be occupied only tem-
porarily-a "rite of passage" even literally-so that occupants can
make the next step into society as full members afterward. It must
enable them to recover, but it must also facilitate their next move.
Thus, it is in these zones of change that the immediacy of arrival is
extended into something more powerful.
As a cultural phenomenon, this need for transition is something that
may become all the more pressing. Now is clearly an important time
to investigate and respond to issues of immigration and integration in
Europe. The "flows" (Weiner, 1995) of refugees are rising in number,
media and popular attention to the negative sides of the issue like
segregation and crime are increasing, and the European Union has yet
to become a decisive force in answering the questions of refugee inte-
gration. This study set out to examine a local effort in one small
European country. The intention was not to condemn this effort,
because, as noted in part One, this system is at the more productive
and positive end of an increasingly cynical spectrum of European
responses. In fact, I commend the attempt to respond to the needs of
new immigrants on the part of the local-level administrators and
social workers who are doing what they can. Instead, my study and
proposal were an attempt to cast light upon the deficiencies of the
current model and to provide some insight into the situation through
an informed, carefully considered response.
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The importance of this lies in the fact that the current situation is one
of triage, where everyone involved (residents, overseers, and bureau-
crats) can only respond to the situation at hand on an immediate
basis. Through a new model for transitional housing, my project has
been an attempt to respond to the situation as a whole, with long-
term effects in mind. Clearly, there are many things that neither archi-
tecture alone nor my integrated architecture/planning proposal can
resolve. The international and national political systems in which
transitional housing exists in Sweden do not seem to value or even
address it as a building type/transitional space in any kind of proac-
tive way. The ad-hoc result-within such a sophisticated bureaucra- 153
cy-is highly surprising, though the fact that many of the more power-
ful constituents are at best disinterested clearly plays a role. These
questions of political value and the attitude of the community in gen-
eral are issues that neither this proposal, nor any other like it, could
hope to solve.
While the individual may be transformed inside a cocoon of protection
and nourishment, this process will always be dependent upon the
branch from which the cocoon is hanging, and the light and air that
passes through its membranes. Transitional housing for refugees pro-
vides a docking space, but it also docks itself into the cultural and
political climate and the time in which it exists. Therefore, in Sweden
and in other host countries, there are many other directions that it
could and should take in the future. This is a work in progress, and in
some ways it always should be.
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All images by author unless otherwise noted.
No references for the following images were provided in the text:
pp. 1, 3, 24, and 164: Drawings reproduced (and in some cases
altered) from Jose Saramago, The Tale of the Unknown Island (New
York: Harcourt, Brace & Company, 1998).
"Drift" section: All images appeared previously in the text and were
cited as needed there.
p. 162: Painting of the new playhouse at Gyllene Ratten, made by a
child who lives there.
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Out of the huts of history's shame
I rise
Up from a past that's rooted in pain
I rise
I'm a black ocean, leaping and wide, 163
Welling and swelling I bear in the tide.
Leaving behind nights of terror and fear
I rise
Into a daybreak that's wondrously clear
I rise
Bringing the gifts that my ancestors gave,
I am the dream and the hope of the slave.
I rise
I rise
I rise.
MAYA ANGELOU, from "Still I Rise," 1978
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to be continued..
